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In education department, pre-service teachers from La Salle University are required to 
experience the teaching task. At the beginning of the practicum in 2008 at Escuela 
Normal Superior Distrital Maria Montessori (ENSDMM), a group of pre-service 
teachers faced lack of organization in English classes which produced a huge problem. 
There were not any contents, objectives, activities, methodology guidelines, materials, 
and teachers were not aware of school resources.      
ENSDMM opened up a space in which pre-service teachers could develop and improve 
their teaching skills. In this regard, several academic institutions as La Salle University, 
have their pre-service teachers begin the practicum process and enrich their own 
experience as English teachers. In 2008, fourteen pre-service teachers from La Salle 
University began their practicum experience; at that moment, pre-service teachers 
started to wonder about the establishment of an English curriculum.  
Regarding the lack of an English curriculum, pre-service teachers realized the 
importance of having a program to follow in English subject. The immediate solution 
was to develop an English curriculum proposal which served as a guide for teachers and 
students within the classroom. The solution meant a project with the purpose of 
identifying students‟ needs as a base to the development of an English curriculum 
proposal.     
As it was mentioned, the Curriculum proposal for the school was based on the students‟ 
learning styles, interests, English language proficiency level and the school resources. 
In order to gather that information, surveys, learning styles inventories, and English 
Language tests were applied. As a result, an English curriculum proposal was developed 
in order to foster students‟ communicative skills in English language based on the 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages.   
Following the doctrine of La Salle University service and social change, this project 
seeks to guide Maria Montessori learners in the process of learning English. Therefore, 
this English curriculum proposal contributes teachers to becoming more aware of the 





This research project was developed due to the lack of an English curriculum in        
primary grades at Escuela Normal Superior Distrital Maria Montessori (ENSDMM).  
As a policy for obtaining a Bachelor degree, La Salle University offers pre-service 
teachers a period of time in practicum to acquire and articulate theory and practice in 
teaching. As a result of the practicum process and its relation with the research line at 
La Salle University it was necessary to develop a study aiming to have an impact and a 
contribution to the school.  
Due to the fact that ENSDMM lacked an English curriculum proposal, it was noticeable 
the contents disorganization, cohesion between levels and groups, and unawareness 
regarding the objectives to achieve. A curriculum provides a direction for teachers about 
what to teach, how to teach, whom to teach, when to teach and what could be used to 
teach etc. In this sense, the proposal of an English curriculum is based on gathering 
information to answer those questions. In order to develop a coherent curriculum it was 
necessary to perform a needs analysis study and literature review. The process covered 
the identification of students‟: learning styles, profile, English language proficiency 
level, and the specification of the school resources.  
In the same line of thinking, this research seeks a learner centered curriculum. With this 
curriculum it is expected to enhance the learning of English as a foreign language. 
Hence, the development of this proposal looks forward to taking advantage of the 
information provided by the students and to making teaching and learning successful 










STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Since ENSDMM lacked a coherent program in English subject, pre-service teachers 
aimed to develop an English curriculum proposal at the school. Regarding this situation, 
it was necessary to determine students‟ needs and to wonder about how to design a 
curriculum proposal for the English subject. Therefore, the research question is:    
How can an English curriculum proposal be developed through a needs analysis study 
of learners in elementary grades at Escuela Normal Superior Distrital María 
Montessori? 
1. OBJECTIVES 
1.1 General Objective 
To develop an English curriculum proposal for elementary levels based on a needs 
analysis at Escuela Normal Superior Distrital Maria Montessori. 
1.2 Specific Objectives 
 To identify the students‟ learning styles of elementary levels at Escuela Normal 
Superior Distrital Maria Montessori.  
 To recognize the students‟ English language current level at the school. 
 To determine the resources provided by the school to teach English. 











2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Curriculum  
2.1.1 Origins and basis of curriculum 
In order to develop an English curriculum proposal and assume what curricula mean, it 
is essential to go over and understand the history that it has gone through. Historically 
and culturally, societies have established roles and duties that need to be sought and met 
through education. Education by the side of humanity has gone through several changes 
that have to do with an historic and social evolution. Those changes in education mean 
the implementation of a plan to achieve a change in humanity, a plan that is well known 
as curriculum.  
 
Since education and society share an important bond, schools must provide students 
knowledge and skills to achieve social goals. The responsibility of schools is enormous; 
agents involved on the education process must be aware of the society needs and be able 
to prepare their students to meet those needs later. Consequently, schools should 
develop a plan, a curriculum that fits what it is needed within society. 
 
The development and implementation of curricula mean the establishment of an element 
that articulates school and society. The word Curriculum comes from the Latin word 
„currere’ which means career. Thus, curriculum is a route covered to achieve any goal. 
In this regard, curriculum is needed to be understood as the path to follow to achieve 
social goals. 
 
According to Lundgren (cited by Kemmis, 1993), there are some principles, named 
codes that are part of the curriculum developing process. These codes are understood as 
the relationship education has with a specific time in history; they make possible the 
selection, organization and approach to curriculum implementation.  Those codes are: 
 
 The classic code of the Greeks and Romans regarded the education process as 
intellectual, physical and esthetic training.  
 The realistic code from the renascence period considered the acquisition of 
knowledge through senses and scientific knowledge; this was born to offer 
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useful education to the improvement of middle class. This code emerged 
alongside schooling and the beginning of mercantile and administrative class.  
 The moral code developed in the XIX century responded to the need of training 
the citizens according to what Governments dictated as citizens‟ responsibilities. 
 The rational code, sought the rational organization of the society, and it was 
centered on the individual and science. At that time, education was subject of 
Government and economy requirements, and in this sense society demanded 
high quality workers. 
 The hidden code, this code ponders implicitly all the ideas and ambitions of 
previous codes. The Government control and the development of curriculum is 
totally consolidated, therefore, the educational matters are responsibility of 
curriculum experts. 
 
Taking this entire trajectory into account, it is accurate to convey that curriculum has an 
historic and social nature, and it should be understood and studied in such sense.  
 
The core of a curriculum lies on its foundations. Foundations are the principles or ideas 
the curriculum is based on. Those principles aim to guide the development of the entire 
curriculum. According to Paez & Sánchez (1991), curriculum lies on: legal, 
philosophical, epistemological, psychological, social, and pedagogical foundations. 
 Legal foundations: they refer to the laws established by government when 
developing a curriculum.  
 Philosophical foundations: they refer to the idea or image society has about 
men and women. According to that idea or image society is able to organize 
its own educational process. 
 Epistemological foundations: they relate to knowledge, science and scientific 
research, these are essential since society development lies on it. 
 Psychological foundations: they relate to the recognition of different 
dimensions of human development (physical, mental, social), this with the 
purpose of planning the learning depending on the students‟ age.  
 Social foundations: they relate to the social requirements which are explicit 
in the objectives of the Education. Education must respond to an all – round 
development of students to, later, become active members in the society. 
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 Pedagogical foundations: they describe the principles and characteristics of 
the pedagogical model which are intended to be related within the 
curriculum. They also provide information about the learning and teaching 
processes, focusing on the development of well planned contents.    
 
2.1.1.1 Curriculum definition 
 
For many years, as it was seen previously, the concept of „curriculum‟ has been in the 
spot of educational matters. In this way, several theorists have developed their own 
definitions. Sanchez (1988) refers to Bobbit as the first theorist who talked about the 
concept of curriculum back in 1918.  Bobbit, quoted by Sanchez (1988), recognizes the 
curriculum as the students‟ experiences toward the development of skills to solve issues 
later.     
In the course of time, the concept kept enriching itself. The following chart gives 
several definitions about curriculum and their authors:  
AUTHOR CURRICULUM DEFINITION 
Taba (1962) A learning plan in which learning and development of 
individuals must be taking into account. 
Tyler (1973) 
A construct where the planning, teaching and learning 
processes are explicit in order to achieve certain 
purposes. 
Stenhouse (1981) An intention and a reality. First of all, it is an intention 
since curricula are plans or ideas about schools‟ wills, 
and second, it is a reality because it is understood as 




Regarding the objective of developing an English Curriculum based on a needs analysis 
study of students at ENSDMM, this research is directed through the definition of 
Rodríguez (1984) and Ruiz (1998) about curriculum. 
Arnaz (1981) A concrete plan in which teaching and learning 
processes are explicit and take place in an institution. 
Arredondo (1981, cited by 
Ruiz, 1998) 
The result of first, the analysis and reflections about the 
characteristics of contexts, students and resources; 
second, the definition of objectives and third, the 
specification of means and procedures to assign 
materials, economic resources, human resources, etc. 
for the achievement of proposed objectives. 
Rodríguez (1984) A research process in which needs of students are 
determined in order to organize plans in the educational 
system.  
Colombia Ministry of 
National Education (MEN, 
1994) 
As the group of all the activities and processes that are 
programmed on purpose to achieve educational goals. 
According to Coll (1987) 
and Arnaz (1981) 
The curriculum is characterized by several elements. 
Those elements provide an outline to its 
implementation: 
 Objectives: these are the educational purposes.  
 Study Plan: it refers to the content, its 
organization and sequence to be taught. 
 Descriptive guide: is the operational part of the 
curriculum, the detailed guidelines teachers 
have when facing a classroom.  
 Evaluation System: the mechanism to evidence 




Ruiz (1998) understands curriculum as a dynamic process which considers analysis of 
learners‟ context: characteristics, conditions, political, social needs, and resources. Ruiz 
(1998) also considers curriculum design, implementation and evaluation of curriculum. 
Curriculum design specifies purposes and educational objectives based on previous 
analysis. Implementation of curriculum refers to how curriculum will be carried out. 
Finally, the evaluation of curriculum refers to the achievement of goals and objectives 
according to the characteristics and needs of learners. 
  
Rodriguez (1984) considers the curriculum as a research process in which problems, 
needs and interests of students are determined, and the interpretation of those aim to the 
design of organization plans in the educational system. Curriculum is a synonym of 
education: the curriculum is understood as everything schools plan and offer to the 
development of the students. 
 
Taking into account the definitions given by Rodríguez (1984) and Ruiz (1998), this 
research considers the curriculum as the result of an analysis which looks forward to 
determining, specifying, interpreting, reflecting and meeting students‟ needs and 
interests; and second, it expresses an intention to develop an organized plan according 
to the analysis of  students‟ needs and interests. Consequently, this English curricular 
proposal intends to be a learner Centered Curriculum.  
 
2.2 Learner-Centered Curriculum  
The proposal intends to be a Learner Centered Curriculum. The nature of this 
curriculum implies, as Kumari & Srivastava (2005) and Nunan (1988) state, the 
inclusion of teachers and students to make decisions about curriculum developing. 
Thus, the inclusion allows a framework to the identification, design, development and 
evaluation of curricula.  
Ramos (2007) understands learner centered curriculum as a curriculum which involves 
the active participation of students and teachers. It considers learners‟ preferences such 
as learning styles, social and individual needs. According to this idea, teachers are 
responsible to provide students with meaningful learning experiences related to 
students‟ needs and preferences.   
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In relation to the definition of Learner Centered Curriculum, Nunan (1988) provides key 
elements involved in the development of this type of curriculum: data collection about 
students, content selection, methodology and ongoing monitoring, assessment and 
evaluation. In this relation, Richards (2001) and Graves (2002) set up the same elements 
to develop a curriculum. These two authors allow curriculum designers to follow certain 
procedures to gather needed information about students and curriculum development. 
Consequently, stages provided by Graves (2002) and Richards (2001) allow the 




David Nunan (1988) 
Curriculum development stages: 
Richards (2001) & 
Graves (2002)  




1. Data collection 
about students.  
(Needs Analysis) 
 
Graves (2002): Gather information 
about students‟ interests and 
preferences: 
 
 Who the students are 
 Learners‟ proficiency language 
level 
 Learning preferences 
 Learners‟ interests 
 
Richards (2001): Identification and 
analysis of students‟ context and 
profile, students‟ weaknesses and 









2. Content selection 
 
Graves (2002): Making decisions 
about what to teach in terms of 
language, learning and students‟ 
context. 
 
Richards (2001): The rationale of 
the curriculum, such as contents, 
depends on the answer about who is 
the curriculum for, what is the 
curriculum about, and what kind of 
teaching and learning will take 
place in the curriculum. 
 
 

















Richards (2001): Through the 
 
 Needs analysis 
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formulation of goals and objectives, 
teaching and learning processes 
(methodology) become effective 
within classroom.  
 
Graves (2002): presents a process 
refereeing the organization of a 
curriculum: a concordance between 
content, goals and objectives, 
teachers‟ experiences, students‟ 
needs, teachers‟ beliefs and 
understanding, methodology and 
context. 
 
This process involves five stages: 
1. Determining the 
organizing principle 
(Type of syllabus). 
2. Identifying the units or 
modules based on the 
organizing principles. 
3. Sequencing the units. 
4. Determining the language 
skills of the units. 
5. Organizing the content 
















Graves (2002) and Richards (2001) 
agree with the idea about the 
effectiveness of a curriculum has to 
do with the formative and 
summative assessment. Formative 
assessment refers to the process 
students develop through the 
implementation of the curriculum. 
Summative assessment refers to the 
effectiveness of the course at the 







According to the information presented, this English Curriculum Proposal is directed to 
follow the key elements proposed by Nunan (1988) in alignment with the development 
stages discussed by Graves (2002) and Richards (2001). Ultimately, this proposal seeks 




As this is a learner centered curriculum, this research proposes, in relation to Graves 
(2002) and Richards (2001), the identification of learning preferences and suitable 
teaching methods and approaches to meet learners‟ needs at ENSDMM.  
2.2.1 Learning Styles  
The current proposal is aimed to the identification of students learning styles to foster 
their English language learning. Consequently, the identification of learning styles 
impacts learning and teaching aspects on the curriculum. Teaching methods, the 
selection of activities and assessment techniques must be coherent with students‟ 
learning preferences or strategies and must aim to foster different learning styles as 
well. According to Lockitt (1997), successful students are those who can make use of 
several learning styles as the need arises. This gives teachers the possibility to try 
diverse activities and materials in classroom and at the same time foster each student 
predominant and weak learning style; students, thus, will be able to move through 
different learning styles and take advantage of them in different environments. 
In order to identify personal preferences of students at ENSDMM and integrate those in 
the English curriculum proposal, learning styles are considered to reach the main 
objective of this research. Hence, Alonzo & Gallego (2000) state learning styles as 
personal abilities that students set up to interact with others and respond to different 
learning environments. Those abilities have to do with experience, environmental, 
cognitive and physical features of each student. In the same line of thinking, Cazau 
(2001) understands learning styles as changeable preferences or tendencies that are 
developed when learning. Therefore, each person uses a method or strategy to learn 
according to what is intended to learn. 
As it was previously conveyed, determining students‟ learning styles will have 
implications on learning and teaching processes. Therefore, several instruments can be 
employed to gather information about these. In this regard, Lozano (2004) presents five 
instruments that provide information about it: 
 Inventories are detailed lists of characteristics to choose. People are grouping into 
different learning styles according the characteristics they chose.  
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 Tests are tools for students to choose between various options which reveal 
students‟ learning styles.    
 Observations are a list of characteristics, which give observers important 
information about students‟ learning styles based on behavior.  
 Interviews are conversations between teacher and student, they have specific 
questions in order to identify the learners‟ learning styles. 
 Finally, through homework analysis, teachers identify learners‟ personalities and 
their preferences.   
 
According to Cazau (2001), most people use systems of representation (visual, auditory 
and kinesthetic) to obtain information. In this sense learners have learning preferences 
or learning styles according to how they receive information. In order to reach proposal 
objectives about meeting students learning styles, V.A.K. inventories were applied. 
V.A.K. inventories allow the identification of people‟s learning styles according to the 
way they obtain information.   
The identification of learning styles permits the inclusion of diverse activities and 
materials in classroom. Accordingly, this research attempts to present learning 
experiences which are directed to fit students‟ predominant learning style in order to 
facilitate their learning process.  
2.2.3 Methods and approaches  
The Ministry of National Education (MEN) (1999) presents certain methodological 
recommendations for foreign language teaching process. These recommendations 
provide, then, points of reflection and analysis for the curriculum development. The 
following are features to take into account when developing a curriculum:  
 Active and interactive methodologies: active and interactive methodologies 
allow learning through participation in activities which the main objective is not 
to display or exemplify the functioning of grammatical structures but perform 
actions in the foreign language. These methodologies aim to develop processes 
of socialization and construction of knowledge, develop relationship with others 




 Interesting and significant activities focused on the student:  Students are the 
core of the learning process. Teachers need to select activities that involve 
learners‟ interests and needs in order to make learning a meaningful process. 
Also, the use of meaningful activities helps to inter-relate contents with concrete 
experiences of everyday life. 
 
 Activities that enable potential development of each student:  all activities must 
be appropriate for specific ages and degrees. Moreover, activities are to promote 
the process of learning foreign languages, they ought to be divided and 
organized sequentially to facilitate taking into account the state of cognitive and 
linguistic development. 
 
 Methodologies that integrate previous and new knowledge and include an 
element of reflection of the learning practice. The process of reflection is 
designed with the aim of making students be aware of the relationship between 
their previous knowledge and contents they are learning.  
 
 Flexible Methodologies to give students freedom to use their own learning 
strategies. Teachers must use a variety of methodologies that can be positive and 
beneficial to students. This means taking advantage of several approaches and 
methods to improve learning and teaching processes. 
 
 Cultural rich methodologies: these kinds of methodologies take into account the 
fact that language and culture are deeply bonded. The purpose is, therefore, to 
foster students‟ comprehension, respect, appreciation, and tolerance towards 
foreign cultures. 
 
 Methodologies linked to affective factors. This has to do with the use of 
methodologies that create an affective environment in which students‟ 
motivation and interest grow. Also, these environments should provide them 
with confidence and possibilities to develop autonomy and creativity. 
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According to these recommendations given by MEN (1999), some of the methodologies 
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Adapted from Designing Tasks for the Communicative Classroom. Nunan (1989)  
 
The development of this English curriculum proposal assumes that, an understanding 
and recognition of diversity in methodologies and approaches will provide teachers and 
students with an improvement and contribution to reach curriculum proposal objectives 
and goals; consequently, the implementation in the curriculum of different methods and 
approaches might foster the development of all English language skills and students‟ 
different learning styles through changes in type of classroom activities, materials, 
students and teachers‟ role. 
2.3 Curricula guidelines of foreign languages in Colombia 
According to the Ministry of National Education (1999) curricular processes in foreign 
languages guidelines are pedagogical guidelines used by teachers to meet the 
curriculum needs. In order to have an appropriate acquisition of basic conceptual 
elements related to the language, it is necessary to consider foreign language guidelines 
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in Colombia and the Institutional Education Project (PEI) since these two elements 
contribute to developing an effective curriculum design considering the vision and 
objectives of the institution. In addition, these guides search for management 
opportunities regarding scientific and technological advances. In that way, teachers can 
set attainable achievements in the development of communicative competence in 
foreign languages; conduct continuous assessment and take decisions that make the 
curriculum useful, effective and meaningful. 
Curricular guidelines for foreign languages (1999) understand English as a language 
that should be taught considering the students context with the objective of providing 
meaningful education to meet multicultural contexts. The curricular guidelines for 
foreign languages are useful tools in the development of the ENSDMM curriculum, 
since they were developed taking into account students‟ needs. It is also important to 
mention that these guidelines consider communicative competence as relevant criteria 
when designing a curriculum, which means to use the foreign language to learn different 
knowledge, to understand and create interpretations of the reality in order to share ideas, 
feelings and opinions in communicative situations.   
2.3.1 Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 
The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (2001) is a 
pedagogical instrument that facilitates the elaboration of language syllabuses, 
curriculum guidelines, examinations, and textbooks. It determines what skills and 
abilities language learners have to develop for a competent communication in any 
language. In addition, the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 
(2001) measure knowledge of a language as objectively as possible. It establishes three 
levels which are divided into sub levels to get a more accurate scale with a total of six 
levels. These six levels are divided into basic user, independent user and proficient user: 




Taken from The common European Framework (2001), referring to Trim, J. L. M. 1978 
Some Possible Lines of Development of an Overall Structure for a European Unit 
Credit Scheme for Foreign Language Learning by Adults, Council of Europe. 
Based on the diagnostic test that Maria Montessori learners took, their context and the 
requirement of the Ministry of National Education, this curriculum proposal focus on 
the A1 level that corresponds to basic users. In these terms, the following chart presents 
the description of what a learner classifying into A1 level is supposed to do in each skill 





The student is able to recognize familiar 
words and very basic phrases concerning 
himself/herself, his /her family and 
immediate concrete surroundings when 





The student can understand familiar 
names, words and very simple sentences, 






The student can interact, in a simple way, 
with another person if he/she is prepared 
to repeat or rephrase things at a slower 
rate of speech. The student is able to ask 
and answer simple questions in areas of 






The student can use simple phrases and 
sentences to describe where he/she lives 





The student can write short simple 
postcards. 
Filling forms with personal details.  
 






















According to McMillan (2004) quantitative research is related to a structured plan. Its 
main objective refers to understanding reality through testing theories, showing 
relationships, predicting, and describing phenomenon through numbers. Creswell 
(2009) affirms that the objective of quantitative research is to test theories objectively 
by examining the relationship between variables. Those variables can be measured and 
analyzed by statistical procedures.  
 
The English Curriculum Proposal demanded gathering information about students and 
the ENSDMM School. Researchers approached first students‟ English language 
proficiency level, learning preferences, interests and profile. Second, school resources 
were approached. The understanding of the information required the use of specific 
instruments such as, surveys, diagnosis, tests and learning styles inventories to collect 
numerical data. These instruments implied the appliance of quantitative research 
principles.  This research required as well a presentation of school and students‟ reality 
through description. 
  
3.2 Type of research 
Descriptive Research 
The main purpose of this research has to do with the development of an English 
curriculum based on a needs analysis study at ENSDMM. According to this purpose, 
the research was conducted as a descriptive research. Mertler (2009) states descriptive 
research as a description and interpretation about the current status of individuals, 
objects, settings, conditions, or events. This type of research, according to Ary, Jacobs, 
Razavieh & Sorensen (2009), uses instruments such as questionnaires and interviews to 
gather information from groups of individuals. In this sense, it is understood first, that 
descriptive research allows researchers to gather information about groups of 
individuals through the use of instruments that will not attempt to manipulate situations 
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or conditions. Second, this information is directed for researchers to visualize and 
understand, through description, the present of a reality. 
Instruments to gather information about students‟ needs presented numerical data. The 
analysis of this data suggested a description to reach students‟ needs, preferences, 
interests and language proficiency level. Research instruments were aimed to provide a 
vision of the reality of learners at ENSDMM. Consequently, students‟ needs, interests 
and preferences were met within the English curriculum.  
3.3 Population 
This research project was developed at ENSDMM that is located in the south part of 
Bogotá city, specifically in Restrepo neighborhood. This mixed and public school has 
2300 students that, according to the student‟s profile survey, come from low and middle 
socio-economical status. 
 
This school, that makes an emphasis on artistic education and pedagogy, offers six 
groups of preschool, twelve of primary and six groups in secondary education. This 
English curriculum proposal focuses on elementary levels.  
 
It is also relevant to mention that each group has 40 students on average. In primary and 
preschool levels, the school does not have head English teachers. However, ENSDMM 
counts on some pre-service teachers that come from different universities in order to 
have their practicum experience there.     
 
3.4 Sampling 
Considering the objectives of the research project a sample or a group of subjects or 
participants were chosen to collect data. In order to obtain information about students‟ 
interests, learning styles and English language proficiency level, a representative 
amount of students were sampled. The type of sampling used in the research was Simple 
Random sample; this type of sampling is defined by McMillan (2004) as a process in 
which each member of the population has the same probability of being selected. 
 
To pilot the research instruments 5 students were selected per each course in order to 
verify the reliability of those instruments.  When the research instruments were ready to 
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being applied, researches decided to select 40 students ramdomly per each level from 
first grade to fifth grade, which means 200 students from elementary school.    
 
3.5 Instruments 
During the development of this English Curriculum proposal several instruments were 
designed and used to gather information about students‟ interests, learning styles and 
English language proficiency level. Graves (2002) and Richards (2001) suggest 
assessing students‟ needs through the implementation of instruments such as 
questionnaires, surveys, dialogues, etc. In that sense, in order to gather information 
about ENSDMM students, it was necessary to apply surveys, learning styles 
inventories, and English language diagnosis tests. 
 
3.5.1 Surveys 
As Richards (2001) and Graves (2002) remark, surveys are essential instruments to 
gather information about students‟ needs and context. Having this in fact, a students‟ 
profile survey was applied to elementary graders in order to inquire about their 
preferences, interests and socio-cultural environment. 
 
Taking all the aforementioned into account, several versions of the students‟ profile 
survey were created with the intention of designing a suitable instrument that helped 
this research to gather information about specific characteristics of learners such as their 
attitude toward English, elements of access to information they have at home, 
preferences in terms of sports, artistic activities, music, TV program and places. On the 
other side, before applying the latest version of the students‟ profile survey, two other 
versions were implemented in order to confirm its reliability. 
 
The final version of the students‟ profile survey consists of nine questions with multiple 
answers where students have to either choose different options or rank their answers 
into some categories: a lot, more or less, little or nothing. This survey was given to 40 
students per course that belong to elementary levels on May 12
th,
 2008, after that, all the 






3.5.2 Learning Styles Inventory 
With the idea of establishing appropriate teaching methods and proper activities in this 
English curriculum proposal, a learning styles inventory was applied to 40 students of 
each grade in elementary level at ENSDMM on may 22
nd,
 2008.  This instrument helped 
learners to identify their learning styles determining if they learned better through 
visual, auditory or kinesthetic materials and activities. 
 
ENSDMM elementary grade‟s students took the test “sistema de representación 
favorito”, as it is called in Spanish, with the purpose of determining their learning 
styles. This instrument was taken from the VAK model which refers the identification 
of visual, auditory, kinesthetic, visual – auditory, auditory – kinesthetic and visual – 
kinesthetic. 
 
Learning Style Characteristics 
Visual Learners People who learn through readings, studying 
graphic information, handouts, charts, slides, 
diagrams, etc.  
Auditory Learners People who learn through listening at lectures, 
audiotapes, discussions, etc. 
Kinesthetic Learners  People who learn through experiences, moving, 
touching and doing. They prefer active 
exploration of the world, science projects and 
experiments. 




Visual - kinesthetic People who combine characteristics from both 
learning styles 




3.5.3 English Language diagnosis tests  
Specific objectives of the current research project refer to the identification of 
elementary graders‟ English Language proficiency level. On the one hand, Richards 
(2001), and Graves (2002) state that when developing a needs analysis, it is pertinent to 
determine learners‟ weaknesses and strengths in terms of language in order to take those 
results as a reference framework when developing a language curriculum. On the other 
hand, MEN, referring to „Estándares Básicos Para La Lengua Extranjera: Inglés (2000)‟ 
and its adaptation of the CEFR language descriptors, states several characteristics 
students must reach when coursing primary school. Considering this review, English 
language diagnosis tests were developed in order to identify elementary graders‟ 
English language current level on vocabulary, reading, listening, speaking and writing 
skills. 
 
The English diagnosis test includes, as it was mentioned before, 5 parts: reading, 
writing, vocabulary, listening and speaking; every part has 5 items worth one point. 
Therefore, the test has 25 points in total.   
 
3.6 Data Analysis 
 
3.6.1 Procedure description  
According to the specific objectives of the current research and the type of research 
selected to carry out the Curriculum Proposal, several instruments were applied. The 
main purpose of research instruments was related to gather information about students 
and school resources at Escuela Normal Superior Distrital María Montessori. The 
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1. Tests were designed referring to the CEFR A1 level 
descriptors: 
 Listening: students are able to recognize 
familiar words and very basic phrases 
 Reading: students can understand familiar 
names, words and very simple sentences 
 Speaking production: students can use simple 
phrases and sentences to describe where he/she 
lives and people he/she knows. 
 Writing: students can write short and simple 
sentences 
 
Tests were design also according to steps referred 
by Brown (2004): 
 To decide the type of test according to its 
purpose. The test type selected was 
“diagnosis test”. 
 To establish the objective of the test 
 To design an outline of the test in order to 
select types of questions and sections.  
 
2. Tests were piloted to gather information about 
needed modifications 
3. Final version was designed and then it was applied. 
4. Results were obtained and classified per grade. 
Then they were averaged. 
5. Results were described and analyzed. Researchers 
identified learners‟ weaknesses and strengths  
6. The identification of learners‟ weaknesses and 






The learning style inventory selected was adopted and 
adapted from the VAK model (visual, auditory and 
kinesthetic). 
First, many learning styles inventories were reviewed 
by researches with the objective of selecting an 
appropriate instrument that helped to determine 
students learning styles. The selected instrument was 
adopted from the VAK model. 
As Richards (2001) recommends, the learning styles 
inventory was adapted and adopted taking into account 
the specific circumstances of the participants that in 
this case were children, having that idea in mind, the 
instrument needed to be specific, short and effective.  
When the instrument was piloted researches realized 
that it was necessary to modify the vocabulary due to 
the fact that children need common vocabulary to 
understand the questions.     
STUDENTS’ PROFILE 
SURVEY 
In order to design a suitable instrument for the 
objectives of this research project, the students‟ profile 
survey was designed following the principles that 
Wilkinson (2003) suggests for researches. 
1. It was necessary to decide the purposes of the 
instrument and wonder about the information 
needed.  
2. The question type was selected: multiple answers.  
3. Researchers wrote out instructions for answering 
each question. 
4. Finally, the survey was piloted in order to make 
necessaries adjustments. 
 
Now, the next chart presents information about how the research was achieved. It offers 
details on how and when instruments were applied to reach the design of the English 






















They were given on May 
25
th 
2009.    
 










The main purpose of these 
surveys was to collect 
information about students‟ 
context, interests and 
preferences. 
 




They were applied on two 
different dates: 
 
1. June 9th 2009: reading, 
writing and listening 
skills were tested. 
2. June 10th and 11th 2009: 




The English Diagnosis 
tests were applied to first, 
second, third, fourth and 
fifth grades.  
 
The purpose of the tests 
was to identify students‟ 
English language 
proficiency in four skills: 
listening, speaking, reading 
and writing.  
These tests aimed to know 
the actual level of students 
in terms of English 
Language.  
 
According to this 
information, the English 
Curriculum proposal was 
meant to reach an A1 level 
related to the descriptors 
provided by the Ministry of 
National education and the 
Common European 















 2009.  
 
The main purpose of these 




The importance of 
gathering this information 
can be visualized on how 
classes will be caring 
carrying out. The type of 
activities and assessment. 
 
The description of how 
students prefer to learn 
allows allowed researchers 
to consider students‟ voice 






This information was 






Gathering this kind of 
information had as purpose 
the identification of school 
resources in order to know 
what students and school 
count on.  
 
In this way, the curriculum 
can take advantages on 










Surveys, learning styles 
inventories and English 








 English Diagnosis 
tests 
 Learning Styles 
 
The tabulation of the 
results  and the graphics of 
information were 
developed during these 
dates:  













 First, researchers 
grouped all information 
gathered from all 
instruments 
 Second and following 
the principles of the 
quantitative method, 
researchers started to 
classifying the results 
through numbers and 
graphics 
 Finally, those results 
were written in a 
formal report in order 
to predict, describe and 
conclude about 
students‟ context, 
reality and needs.  
 
Inventories 
 Students’ profile 
surveys 
 School Resources 
 
The process of tabulate and 
analyze all the information 
gathered was developed 
during August and 


















The process of analyzing 
and describing of all 
information gathered was 
developed on September of 
2009: 
 






 Learning Styles 
Inventories: august the 
31
st
  to 5
th
 



















The English Curriculum 








Based on the analysis of 
the information provided 
by the students at 
ENSDMM and the 
description of what was 
found, the English 
curriculum proposal 
articulated all its parts.  
 
The information gathered 
aimed to the design of 
units, objectives, skills / 
activities, materials, 
context, resources, 







3.6.2 Findings and results 
 
3.6.2.1 Students’ profile survey  
1. Which elements of access to information do you have at home?  
 
2. How much do you like English? 
 
 









































4. What is your favorite kind of music? 
 
5. How much do you like the following places?  
 









































7. How much do you like the following activities? 
 
8. What is your favorite TV program? 
 
In order to inquire about students‟ preferences, interests and their socio-cultural 
environment, a students‟ profile survey was designed and implemented. The survey 
helped this research to gather information about specific characteristics of learners such 
as their attitude toward English, elements of access to information they have at home, 
preferences in terms of sports, artistic activities, music, TV programs and places. 
The information gathered through this survey contributed to developing appropriate 
activities, materials and contents with the idea of motivating learners in their process of 
learning English. As Wentzel and Wigfield (2009) affirm, the enjoyment of learning 










A lot More or 
less
























English curriculum proposal is to use students‟ favorite activities and TV characters to 
catch students‟ attention so that their English learning process is an interesting, 
enjoyable and useful.                    
The first graphic helps to recognize students‟ context and the information channels 
through which they receive information from. The most common element at students‟ 
home was television, followed by computer, satellite television, library, and, in the last 
place, internet. These results also seem to ask teachers to be aware of what resources 
students can use at home in order to carry out activities outside the classroom.     
Another important aspect to consider in the development of an English curriculum is to 
determine learners‟ affection toward English. The process of learning does not only 
involve a social and a cognitive dimension, but has a very important affective 
component. These results seem to confirm that feeling comfortable learning a subject 
contributes to an appropriate adaptation and a good academic performance (Tyler, 
1973). According to the survey, the majority of the students like English, it means that 
they are willing to learn the language and as Wentzel and Wigfield (2009) state, their 
emotions would influence their motivation and achievement in a positive way; but at the 
same time, it is essential to take a look at the other percentage of students whose 
answers were: more or less, little and nothing.  
The current English proposal looks for strategies to enhance all students‟ interest to 
learn and enjoy English. For that reason, the students‟ profile survey inquired about 
learners‟ personal preferences in terms of music, sports and general activities with the 
aim of making the English learning process enjoyable and closer to their lives. 
The information about students‟ favorite music, sports and places contributes to 
conceptualizing contents and vocabulary in the curriculum proposal. Results show that 
most of the students consider the school an ejoyable place, which might suggest that 
they feel confortable there and their attitude towards learning and social interaction are 
positive. according to Wentzel and Wigfield (2009) to feel confortable or not at the 
school has crucial implications for learners. Many factors as relationships with teachers, 
clasmates and facilities at the school affects, in a positive or negative way,  students‟ 
motivation and academic lives. Moreover, according to the learnig styles‟ results at the 
school, children learn better through auditory activities. for instance, music could be one 
significant instrument in their English language adquisition.     
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ENSDMM is a school that makes emphasis on artistic education, in this sense, it is 
relevant and mandatory to take artistic activities into account in the development of this 
English curriculum proposal. According to Belden & Fessard, (2001) art is a fantastic 
tool to teach different academic subjects as English. Through art, learners can learn 
while they are enjoying and it provides them with authentic self-expression. The 
surveys‟ results show that painting is the most favorite artistic activity, followed by 
dancing, singing and finally, playing a musical instrument, it would represent that 
students will learn and take pleasure through artistic activities in classroom.   
Now, considering the school resource and the survays‟ results, the current English 
curriculum proposal recommends movies and multimedia activities in order to satisfy 
students‟ motivations. 
Having a look on the graphic about students‟ favorite TV programs, students‟ favorite 
TV programs come from, Disney channel, discovery kids and cartoons. This curriculum 
proposal should take these results into consideration with the aim of using characters 
and videos from these TV programs to encourage the activities and materials to be 
developed in the proposal. 
To conclude, it is relevant to mention that the objective of this students‟ profile survey 
was to know students‟ reality in order to create a “real” English curriculum proposal 
appropriate to the specific circumstances of students. Therefore, the content and 
activities of this English curriculum proposal takes into consideration the students‟ 
preferences and interests.    
3.6.2.2 English Language Diagnosis tests 
Graves (2002) claims the identification of learners‟ level of language as an essential step to 
meet language needs on curricula. According to Verdom (2009), it is needed a diagnostic 
test to find out about students‟ strengths and weaknesses. It provides information for 
teachers about what learners can do and can not do. The implementation of English 
diagnosis test allows the identification of learners English language level. The analysis of the 
results provided by the test meant the design of activities, organization of contents, and 
reflection on language skills to be improved to reach the A1 level referred at CEFR.  
The following chart presents results from English diagnosis tests at first, second, third, fourth 
and fifth grade. 
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Grades Vocabulary Listening Reading Writing Speaking 
First 70% 66% 68% 41% 29% 
Second 54% 42% 22% 1% 6% 
Third 13% 29% 59% 9% 19% 
Fourth 8% 47% 47% 12% 25% 
Fifth 44% 21% 42% 39% 33% 
 
This graphic presents the general average obtained on vocabulary, listening, reading, writing 
and speaking skills from all grades.  
 
As part of the needs analysis study to begin the development of the English Curriculum 
at Escuela Normal Superior Distrital Maria Montessori, it was necessary to meet 
students‟ needs in English Language. According to this purpose, Brown (2004) states 
the implementation of a Language Test as a diagnosis to determine students‟ needs, one 
essential element in curriculum design. The tests were applied to 277 students from 
first, second, third, fourth, and fifth grade. The objective of the tests was to reveal the 
real situation of students in English Language Achievement. This first step becomes a 
guide to develop an English Curriculum; it allows the recognition of weak and strong 
areas to work with. In this regard, the advantage is centered on using the analysis of 
























The graphic English Language Test General Achievement shows the state of the entire 
sample chosen in all elementary grades in ENSDMM. The results are serious, the 
highest percentage was reading with 47%, followed by listening 41% and vocabulary 
37%; the lowest percentages were writing 20% and speaking 22%. These percentages 
show the actual achievement of English Language of the students; first of all, this means 
the implementation of activities in the curriculum to help the improvement of skills such 
as writing and speaking, and second the implementation of activities and methodologies 
that assemble all the skills to probably reach equal results.   
The results show low percentages in most of the grades. In this sense, those percentages 
imply not only the improvement of one or two skills, but improvement in all skills. 
English Proposal must be intended to facilitate learning regardless of students‟ 
abilities). Knowing students‟ learning styles, preferences, English language proficiency 
level are value for teachers when designing meaningful activities within classroom 
(Lopez & Schroeder, 2008).  
Vocabulary, listening and reading skills were areas that showed differences throughout 
results in all grades, in first and second grade obtained high percentages in those skills 
in comparison to the rest of the grades that obtained lower percentages. For instance, in 
first and second grades, students were asked to listen and circle the correct answer about 
family members. It was noticed that some students reach the objective of this part of the 
test because it was easier for them to identify words that have similar sounds in Spanish. 
It is relevant to mention that results on listening skills in these grades were reach since 
learners could have experienced same kind of activities in their English classes. 
The chart and the graphic show two significant results that refer to an important analysis 
when developing the curriculum. Speaking and writing skills obtained really low 
percentages on most grades. On the one hand, regarding the speaking skill, results were 
low probably because students do not feel comfortable speaking in English due to the 
lack of vocabulary, and consequently lack of sentences production; also it could be 
associated with the idea that students are not willing to talk in class since they are not 
used to doing it, or teachers can not give them the opportunity to talk because the huge 
number of students per classroom. A similar situation occurs with writing skill; results 
are low due to lack of contact with English writing form, teachers do not provide 
enough activities of writing and reading and there is any assessment to improve this 
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skill.  Students from fourth and fifth grades were asked first, to read a conversation and 
then to complete personal information data; second, to fill in the gaps with names of 
animals and fruits; the results of these two exercises demonstrate their deficient 
achievement in two skills, reading and writing.  
According to A1 level referred by the CEFR (2001), learners‟ English language 
weaknesses are: 
 Speaking: they have trouble to introduce themselves and others.  
 Writing: they have trouble to fill forms with personal details. Also it was noticed 
their difficulty to write short and simple sentences. 
 Learners‟ strengths are: 
 Reading: They understand familiar names, words and simple sentences. 
 Listening: they recognize familiar words or simple phrases concerning their 
familiar surrounding.  
All these results require, from the English Curriculum Proposal, an improvement in all 
skills. This means, for curriculum design to incorporate several activities which include 
interests and learning styles to successfully engage students in English classes 
(Richards, 2001). Therefore, it will construct a meaningful link between students‟ daily 
lives and classes. In the same line of thinking, the curriculum is intended to make use of 
school resources to foster students‟ skills and provide them with enough tools to 
increase the low level obtained in diagnosis tests.   
3.6.2.3 Learning Styles Inventory 
 




Figure 2: Predominant learning style in third grade.  
 
 
Figure 3: Predominant learning style in fourth grade.  
 
 




With the objective of determining the students learning styles at elementary levels at 
ENSDMM a learning styles inventory was adapted and adopted from the VAK model. 
The inventory was applied to students from second courses to fifth courses. The first 
graders did not take the test because they do not know how to write and read 
instructions in Spanish, their process of writing and reading in the mother tongue is just 
starting.  
As Kolb (Cited by Alonso & Gallego 2000) affirms, the learning experience is unique 
for everyone and the identification of learning styles should not be used to typecast 
learners. In this sense, the percentages shown on the graphics reveal diversity of 
learning styles and this, therefore, has enormous implications for teachers. For instance, 
as Richards (2001) suggests teachers should provide suitable activities and materials 
that fit students learning styles, with that in view, these results guide the development of 
the English curriculum proposal at ENSDMM. 
Teaching methodologies play an important role within the curriculum. According to 
Richards and Rodgers (2001) Methodologies and approaches have the responsibility of 
what happens in the classroom; teachers‟ roles and class procedures should be intended 
to reach the activation of different learning styles. In this regard, teachers must provide 
enough tools for students to be part of metacognitive processes in which they discover 
their own learning style and use it as an advantage to improve the English Language 
Skills.  
When talking about learning styles it is necessary to consider students and teachers 
background (richards and Rodgers (2001). The results of the predominant learning style 
at ENSDMM might suggest that most of the time students have been exposed to 
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auditory instruction, visual materials and activities, etc. In other words, there might be a 
strong influence of traditional school in the classroom, in this sense, procedures in 
classes are directed to shape auditory students resembling teachers‟ previous learning 
experiences. In addition, it is fundamental to develop activities that take into account the 
predominant learning style equally important as the learning styles. 
Finally, results suggest first, visual and auditory materials and activities are preferred 
when teaching children; second, teachers might think that discipline cannot be under 
control if they use kinesthetic activities that involve body movement; moreover, the 
amount of students in most classrooms exceed 35 students, making this a constraint for 
teachers to use other kind of materials or activities.    
 
3.6.2.4 School resources 
Resources Inventory 










Other facilities  
  
 Three floors(3) 
  Kindergarten area    
(18 class-rooms) 
  Primary area (9 
class-rooms, 1 
didactic playroom, 1 
auxiliary auditory, 
playground) 
  Secondary area (13 
class-rooms) 
  Professional cycle 
Area (4 rooms) 




 Green zone 
 Basketball court  
 soccer court 
 Radio Station 
 Cafeterias (2) 
 Music Room (1)  
 Television room 
 Gymnastic room 
 Specialized 
rooms (English, 




  40 Laptops  
  1 Teacher‟s computer 
  1 video beam  
  1 smart board 
  14 televisions 
  8 DVDS 
  2 VHS 
  40 tape recorders  
  sound amplifier 
  10 computers 
  Computer Rooms (1) 
 
 




 Food deposit  
 Parking area  
 Handicap Facilities  
 Fire extinguishers 
per floor(7) 




arts, technology and 
languages lab) 
  Photocopies 
Dependence (1) 
  Bathrooms  (38)  


























4. ENGLISH CURRICULUM PROPOSAL 
4.1 From the needs analysis to the English curriculum proposal 
This current research is composed by the definitions of curriculum and needs analysis. 
On the one hand, the definition of curriculum understood by Ruiz (1998) and Rodríguez 
(1984) has to do with identifying and meeting students‟ needs to develop a plan and in 
this sense, make a change according to a specific reality. On the other hand this 
curriculum assumes the process of needs analysis as a process to gather valuable 
information about students‟ characteristics, preferences, context, and needs related to 
language learning (Richards, 2001 and Graves, 2002). Thus, the development of the 
English Curriculum was determined by these two concepts. 
As it was mentioned, the concepts of curriculum and needs analysis represent the 
foundation of the current research. In this relation, the process of identifying students‟ 
needs at Escuela Normal Superior María Montessori meant gathering helpful 
information to understand their context and to provide them a change, which is 
presented as a Curriculum Proposal. Gathering information about students required the 
implementation of different instruments: English Diagnosis Tests, Learning Styles 
Inventories and Students‟ profile survey.  These three instruments allowed researchers 
to make descriptions and analysis about school and students‟ reality.  Followed by this 
step, the development of the curriculum was centered on making decisions on what was 
found and what was realistic and appropriate for this specific context.  
Therefore, gathering information about school and students aimed to develop and 
choose coherent materials, methodologies, activities and objectives in order to design an 
English curriculum proposal that meets ENSDMM needs.  
 
In this sense, the students profile survey aimed to determine students‟ preferences, 
interests and socio-cultural environment. Questions on the students‟ profile survey were 
directed to know students‟ preferences in terms of sports, artistic activities, music, TV 
shows and favorite places. These kinds of questions facilitated the selection of contents, 
vocabulary, designing creative and eye – catching materials and activities.  Accordingly, 
activities focused on students‟ interests can make possible an improvement on English 
learning and teaching process within classroom. 
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Other questions, from the students profile survey, gave information about students‟ 
resources at home and learners‟ affection toward English. The identification of students‟ 
resources helped researchers to be aware about immediate context of students at home. 
This information becomes useful regarding the development of extra activities. In 
addition, determining students‟ feeling toward English provided ideas about students‟ 
attitude in English classes.  
   
Another important aspect that was taken into consideration in the development of the 
curriculum proposal was technology resources at school. Technology is an important 
tool in the development of classes in the current English curriculum proposal. 
According to the identification of what ENSDMM counted on, in terms of resources, it 
offers appropriate places as the language room and elements such as video beams. Also 
and according to the students‟ profile survey, it was evident that students enjoy 
activities where they can use technology as computers, internet and video beam.  
English Diagnosis tests were important instruments applied to students. They helped the 
design of this proposal. The information collected through the English diagnosis tests 
showed ENSDMM students language proficiency level. Students‟ English proficiency 
level contributed to center objectives in the proposal and to design appropriate activities 
and establish contents in accordance with students‟ level in terms of English language. 
Those results also helped this study to identify what English skills needed to be 
improved in order to reach the A1 level described by the Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages.     
Another important aspect taken into account to the development of the English 
Curriculum was the identification of students‟ learning styles. This data provided 
direction in the proposal referring how students learn and how to teach them. In this 
sense, learning experiences within the curriculum should present how the employment 
of activities related to learning styles facilitates students‟ learning. The results of the 
learning styles inventory suggested that most of the students learn better through visual 
and auditory materials and activities. Therefore, visual and auditory activities and 
materials were the core of the proposal aiming students‟ English Language learning 
process and engagement in classes. 
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Finally, the recourses inventory at the school shows excellent results about areas, 
technological equipment and other physical resources that could be used for the 
development of English classes. The curriculum considered the playground, languages 
laboratory, library, televisions, computers, video beam, tape recorders and other 
resources in some activities. Since these resources were necessary and gave advantages 
on motivate students in their English learning process.  
4.2 Gathered information and contents  
 
GATHERED INFORMATION ABOUT 
STUDENTS' NEEDS AT ENSDMM 
 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
GATHERED INFORMATION AND 
CONTENTS  
 
English Diagnosis Tests                         
(see annex 3): 
Speaking skill obtained really low 













All units include a communicative aspect as 
it is evident in the following activities, from 
the English curriculum proposal, where 
students create power point presentations, 
surveys etc: 
 
 First grade, unit 1 “meeting new 
friends”, activity 3  
  Second grade, unit 3 “my family and 
your family”, activity 3 
 Third grade, unit 5 “my daily 
routine” activity 4 
 Fourth grade: unit 2 “describing my 
family” activity 6 
 Fifth grade: unit 3 “ knowing my 
body” activity 5 
 






Writing skill is mixed with reading, listening 
and speaking activities. 
The following activities presented in the 
English curriculum proposal are examples of 
activities with the aim of improving the 
writing skill: 
 First grade, unit 4  “ looking at 
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myself”, activity 6 
 Second grade, unit 2 “exploring my 
classroom”, activity 1 
 Third grade, unit 2 “describing my 
family”, activity 5 
 Fourth grade, unit 1 “ meeting new 
friends” activity 5 
 Fifth grade, unit 4 “touring my family” 
activity 2     
 
Learning Styles Inventories                  
(see annex 1): 
Auditory style obtained the highest 
percentage on all grades followed by visual 
and kinesthetic styles.  
 
 58 % of the activities are focused on 
the listening skill  in each grade  
 
 Visual aids are suggested in every 
unit according also to the results 
obtained in the students profile 
survey using pictures, videos about 
students‟ favorite TV programs. 
 
 The following activities presented in 
the English curriculum proposal are 
examples of activities that include 
visual aids: 
 First grade, unit 2 “exploring my 
classroom”, activity 6 
 Second grade: unit 6 “this is my 
house” activity 5  
 Third grade, unit 2 “describing 
my family” activity 1 
 Fourth grade, unit 1 “meeting 
new people” activity 7 
 Fifth grade, unit 5 “talking about 
a regular day of my life” activity 
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 On average 40% of the activities in 
each unit include exercises as 
dancing, painting, mime, singing 
where the students have to move.  
Here some examples from the 




 First grade, unit 1 “meeting new 
friends” activity 2: in this activity 
students have to paint. 
 Third grade, unit 3 “weather in my 
city” activity 1: in this activity 
students have to sing. 
 Third grade, unit 5 “my daily 
routine” activity 1: in this activity 
students have to do the mimic for 
some actions.     
 
Students’ profile survey 
(see annex 2): 
The most common element at students‟ 
home was television 
 
Students‟ favorite music was: reggaeton 
followed by vallenato. 
 
Students‟ favorite sports were: swimming 
and roller skater 
 
 Students‟ favorite places were amusement 
park, school and library.  
 
 
painting is the most favorite artistic activity, 
followed by dancing, singing and  playing a 
musical instrument 
 
students‟ favorite TV programs come from 





 In some units TV programs are used 
to assign homework:  
An example of this is in third grade, 
unit 4 “these are my favorite animals” 
activity 6, where students have to 
look for famous animals in TV 
shows.  
 Contents, activities and vocabulary in 
each unit are related to students‟ 
favorite music, sports and places. In 
third grade, for example, in unit 1 
“introducing myself”, activity 9, 
students have to write the profile of 
Daddy Yankee, the famous 
reggaeton singer.    
in fifth grade, unit 5 “talking about a 
regular day of my life" activity 9, 
students have to paint and write the 
daily routine of a swimmer.  
 
in fifth grade, unit 4 “touring my 
city”, students can learn vobulary 
about places. 
 on average, 4 out of 8 activities per 
unit are directed for students  to sing, 
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dance and paint. 
 In all units suggested materials and 
activities are related to specific TV 
shows and characters according to 
students‟ preferences. 
 
School Resources  




Television room and 14 televisions 
40 Laptops  
1 video beam 




 School resources are suggested to use 
in 90% of the activities.  
 
 
4.3 Introduction of the English Curriculum Proposal 
The English Curriculum Proposal presented here attempts to be an English Language 
course at Escuela Normal Superior Distrital María Montessori. It is designed to reach 
A1 level, according to the Common European Framework of reference, in primary 
levels from first to fifth grade.  
This English Curriculum proposal is the result of an analysis which helped to determine 
students‟ needs. In this order of ideas, the curriculum becomes an intention and a 
reality. On the one hand, it is expected to develop a plan according to certain objects; 
and on the other hand, it is expected to create a reality according to what is intended to 
happen inside classrooms. According to this conception, this English curriculum 
proposal attempts to make a change since it considers an initial and a real context to be 
directed into a new reality right through certain goals and objectives.  The development 
of the curriculum proposes an organization of coherent content, to make students 
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participants in the classroom through diversity of activities; and to reach the A1 level 
described by the common European Framework of Reference for languages.  
This proposal is framed by a needs analysis study at Escuela Normal Superior Distrital 
María Montessori. A needs analysis process is understood by Graves (2002) as a 
process of gathering and interpreting information about students‟ needs and preferences 
to make course decisions in order to meet the needs. In relation to this conception, the 
proposal looks forward to work through what students and the school need and direct 
those to a specific goal. In this sense, this English curriculum proposal fits specifically 
to the institution and moreover to the students in it 
The scope and sequence of the curriculum presented is intended to meet students‟ needs, 
interests and preferences to reach an A1 level described by the Common European 
Framework of Reference for languages (2001). In this way, the proposal considers 
grades from the first to the fifth. Each grade is provided by six units and each unit is 
guided through specific objectives which allow the creation and the description of 
contexts, activities, materials, assessment and grammar. 
4.4 Objectives 
1. To reach the A1 level described at the Common European Framework of 
Reference for languages through students‟ needs, interests and preferences. 
 
2. To provide an organization to the school in which objectives, scope and topics 
are clear enough to lead properly the teaching and learning process.  
4.5 Units and Contents 
This proposal is presented as the sum of different elements to reach coherence. The 
elements immerse in this scope have to do with what The Ministry of National 
Education (MEN) (1999) and The Common European Framework of Reference (2001) 
dictate, students‟ learning styles, English Language proficiency level, students‟ 
preferences and school resources. It includes six units per grade, from first grade to fifth 
grade. Each one of the units presents a different topics and a relation between 





Curriculum proposal pursues a change in English teaching and learning processes. 
Following this idea the MEN (1999) and the CEFR (2001) suggest approaching 
languages through the development of students‟ communicative competence. This 
competence refers to the use of language in real – world situations aiming the 
effectiveness of students‟ performances.  
The curriculum proposal is intended to place students at the center of it. In this sense, 
the methodology to apply refers to communicative language teaching (CLT). This 
approach considers communication as the main key of curricula. Nunan (1989) 
understands as its main objectives: 1) students to be able to communicate with others; 
and, 2) to create classroom activities to develop this ability. This theory emphasizes on 
interaction, for that reason, the common activities used in CLT are role plays, games 
and pair work.   Accordingly, English curriculum proposal‟ objectives are compatible 
with CLT objectives and the curriculum activities were designed following CLT‟s 
principles.  
According to the objectives of this proposal, students are intended to reach an A1 level 
at the end of primary school. The A1 level is refer by the CEFR (2001) as an acquisition 
of basic skills to communicate and exchange information in a simple way. In relation to 
this, all objectives, linguistic components, contexts, activities and assessments are 
directed to encourage students English proficiency level. 
In a nutshell, the English Curriculum Proposal approaches English Language Teaching 
and learning process following through specific ideas. First, it looks forward to students 
to master language skills through diversity of activities according to their learning styles 
and implicitly improve language function rather than form. Second, it attempts students 
to develop communicative competence by using language in contexts prompted to that 
goal.  
Finally, the English curriculum proposal is directed to be meaningful in learning and 
teaching practices since students are encourage using English language and making it 





This English curriculum proposal lies on the conception about assessment of graves 
(2002), Richards (2002) and the MEN (1999). The evaluation within the curriculum 
becomes an imperative way to guarantee the effectiveness of it. Therefore Graves 
(2002) and Richards (2002) state that assessing students‟ learning must take into 
account the following aspects: formative and summative assessment. The former 
assesses students learning through the progress of the curriculum, in this way teacher 
can take decisions about the course to improve it. The latter aspect has to do with 
students‟ achievement and course effectiveness at the end of the course.  
In this regard, the MEN (1999) provides several principles to take into account when 
evaluating the implementation of a curriculum. It is imperative to establish clear 
objectives for teachers and students as form of agreement between the plan and what 
occurs in the classroom. All activities should be intended for students to demonstrate 
their knowledge and skills. It also proposes, teachers to provide feedback in order to 
adjust a course and students‟ learning while it unfolds.  
The conceptions and principles about evaluation before mentioned provide an idea of 
how evaluate students‟ learning and curriculum effectiveness. The objectives, the use of 
worksheets, the activities and students‟ performances described in each unit are related 
to the achievement of each student. Therefore, all components in curriculum are 
directed to provide information about students‟ achievement during the course. 
Formative and summative assessments allow a guide to meet students‟ needs, to 
































































To greet my 
classmates 
 
To talk about my 
personal data 
 














































































1. Listening: Teacher introduces 
Bart Simpson, assisted by a 
Power Point presentation, 
later students will answer 
some questions about Bart‟s 
personal information. 
 
2. Speaking: Students paint 
posters referring to different 
moments of the day. Students 
will greet / say goodbye as 
the teacher indicates 
according to the image 
posters show. 
  
3. Listening: Introduction of 
students‟ personal data and 
personal interests. Students 
will make a presentation 
about what they like (favorite 
TV show, characters, toy). 
 
4. Listening: students listen to a 
song in order to identify 
different greetings. As the 
students listen they dance 






























Students bring a painting 
of his/her favorite 
character and talk about 
his/her personal data. 
Then, students write 
about his/her best friend‟s 
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5. Listening:  Teacher presents 
slides introducing two 
cartoons from Disney 
channel and discovery kids. 
Students work making a mind 
map about personal data of 
those cartoons. 
 
6. Speaking: Students introduce 
themselves to a partner: they 
will tell name, last name and 
age. 
 
7. Listening: students listen to a 
recording and identify name 
and age of characters on the 
recording. 
 
8. Listening / speaking / 
writing: Students bring a 
painting and a picture of one 
member of their family and 
talk about his/her personal 
data. Then, students write 
about information classmates 













































To tell my 
partners what are 











Verb to be 
 
1. Writing: Students color 
school objects presented on a 
worksheet and listen to their 









different school objects 
and rules according to the 
subject. 






2. Listening: Students listen to 
classroom rules; then they 
will match the rules to 
pictures presented on a 
worksheet. 
 
3. Speaking: Students guess and 
identify classroom rules from 
performance classmates do.  
 
4. Listening: „Simon says game‟ 
teacher asks for school 
objects and students must 
bring them to the teacher. 
  
5. Listening: students Listen to 
a tape recording and thick 
school objects on a 
worksheet. 
 
6. Listening / Speaking: 
Students will watch some 
scenes from „High School 
Musical‟ and will identify 
and list school objects 
characters own.  
 
7. Listening / speaking: 
Students develop a collage 
with cutting about school 
objects and then it will be 
presented to the classmates. 
  
8. Speaking: students look at 
their classmates‟ bags and tell 
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Verb to be 
 
1. Listening: teacher introduces 





2. Listening: Students watch a 
video to identify members of 
some famous families. 
Students listen and work on a 
worksheet according to the 




3. Reading: Students work on a 
workshop about family 
members of „good Luck 
Charlie‟, a TV show from 
Disney channel. 
 
4. Speaking / listening: Students 
make their own family tree 
using different materials to 
decorate and present it to the 
class. 
 
5. Listening: Students listen to a 
tape recording about a 
discovery kids character‟ 
family and color to what they 
listen to. 
 
6. Reading: Students bring 
pictures of their family 
 






family (the video 











family tree  
 
Tape recording  
 
Students make their own 
family tree using 
different materials to 
decorate it. They will 
present it to the class 
talking about each 
member of their family 
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members then match every 
picture with a profession. 
 
7. Listening / Speaking: 
Students draw a family with 
different characters of 
discovery kids and Disney 
channel and design ID cards 
for each one. Students share 
the information with a 
partner. 
 
8. Reading / speaking:  in pairs, 
students read about two 
families of TV and then 
complete a chart which 
includes Name, Profession 


















different parts of 
the body 
 
To talk about my 
and others clothes 
 
 
This is my body 
and I am wearing 
nice clothes 
 





1. Listening:  Students play a 
memory game with 
vocabulary about parts of the 
body. Later students watch 




2. Listening: students listen to a 
song about parts of the body 
and dance according to the 
lyrics. 
 
3. Listening: Students listen to 
teachers‟ instruction to create 




Video “learn body 















Students draw his/her 
best friend and talk about 
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favorite TV character, later 
they will present the 
marionette‟s parts of the body 
and clothes.  
 
4. Speaking: Students paint an 
alien and identify its parts of 
the body by telling and 
presenting it to classmates. 
 
5. Speaking: Students research 
about a rare animal on 
biology books then will draw 
it making a poster. Each 
poster will be presented in 
classroom; students will talk 
about the rare animal and its 
parts.  
 
6. Writing: Students create a 
mind map about garments 
and parts of the body. 
 
7. Speaking: Students bring a 
garment of their own and tell 
their classmates what it is. 
   
8. Speaking: students bring their 
favorite toy and present it to 
their classmates talking about 











































1. Listening: students listen to a 
tape recording with different 






Students draw      and 
present their favorite 










Then students listen to the 
name of different animals and 
imitate the correct sound. 
 
2. Speaking: students create 
masks to represent a zoo in 
the classroom; students speak 
about the animal they are 
characterizing. 
 
3. Listening / speaking: 
Students, through a power 
point presentation, will 
present and tell main features 
of an animal from Colombian 
regions. 
 
4. Listening / writing: Students 
listen to a tape recording 
about domestic animals and 
will work on a worksheet. 
 
5. Writing: students watch a 
video about animals from 
Disney channel and make a 
mind map about animals‟ 
main features. 
 
6. Listening: student listen to a 
song to identify animals. 
Students will dance 
according to the lyrics of the 
song. 
 
7. Listening / speaking: 
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survey about classmates 
favorite animals. 
 
8. Writing: In pairs students 
seek animals on the zoo 
(around the courtyard). For 
instance, one group will look 
for carnivorous animals. 
Then students will present the 


























1. Listening: students listen to 
the teacher Introducing the 
parts of the house using 
pictures of the house in „Zack 




2. Writing: Students paint the 
inside of a house and cut and 
paste members of a family in 
order to place them in each 
room of the house. 
 
3. Listening: Students listen to a 
tape recording and place 
objects in each room 
(described on the tape 
recording) 
 
4. Speaking: students make a 
frieze with different things 


















Students create a poster 
about their ideal house 
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room of the house and 
present it to their classmates. 
 
5. Listening / writing: students 
watch different scenes from 
the Simpson Family TV show 
and then list different objects 
of the house that belong to 
each member of the family. 
 
6. Speaking: Game „ruleta rusa‟ 
– Students play to describe 
different objects that are at a 
poster of a house. 
 
7. Listening: Students listen to a 
recording about the things a 
child has in his room. 
Students will thick things 
they listen on a worksheet. 
 
8. Speaking: students ask a 
partner about their favorite 
room in his / her house and 
things the room has. 
scissors  
 








































































To talk about my 
personal data 
 






















































































1. Listening: Students watch a 
video in which two children 
introduce themselves. 
Students work on a 
worksheet according to the 
information provided. 
 
2. Listening: Students introduce 
themselves by painting a 
presentation (mini) poster.  
 
3. Listening / Speaking: In 
pairs, students listen to and 
speak about their name, last 
name and age. 
 
4. Listening: Teacher presents 
slides introducing sponge bob 
and Calamardo. Students 
work on a worksheet using 
the information given by the 
teacher. 
 
5. Speaking: Students create 
masks of their favorite 
character of TV and 


































Students make a power 
point presentation about 
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  6. Speaking: „ID CARD Game‟ 
Students talk about their new 
name, last name and age, 




7. Listening / speaking: „My 
friend is… (Game)‟ students 
talk about another partner 
name, last name, age, etc. 
 
8. Writing: Students make a 
power point presentation 
about their best friend to 
introduce to classmates 
 
 
































To mention the 







I discover diverse 




Verb to be 
 
1.  Writing: students make a 
mind map to link classroom 
with students‟ personal 
objects.  
 
2. Writing:  Sesame plaza 
characters go to school and 
need several objects to bring 
there. Students cut and paste 
objects for them to keep in 
their bags. Students present 
the result to the partners. 
 
3. Speaking: Students watch a 
power point presentation 
about two classrooms and 
























Students draw on the 
board different 
classroom‟s objects and 
their classmates will 
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4. Speaking: Teacher mixes 
Students‟ personal objects on 
a table. Students ask and 
mention main characteristics 
about their own objects for 
teacher to return those. 
 
5. Listening / writing: Students 
watch different scenes from 
toy story three and Work on a 
worksheet about objects the 
movie shows in the kinder 
garden. 
 
6. Speaking: students draw and 
paint about classroom objects 
and describe their use to the 
classroom. All students 
paintings will be use to create 
a frieze. 
 
7. Writing: The characters of 
cars, the movie, need to 
complete a path to collect 
several classroom objects. 
Students make groups and 
complete a path looking for 
classroom objects hidden in 
the courtyard. 
 
8. Speaking / listening: Students 
look at classmates‟ bags and 
complete a list mentioning 
partners‟ objects. Students 
present what they found 








































To talk about 
main features 
about my family 
 












Verb to be 
 
1. Listening: Teacher presents 
Caillou‟s family (a character 
from discovery kids‟ 
channel) on a power point 
presentation and students 
complete his family tree.  
 
2. Listening / writing: Students 
watch a video of the Simpson 
family. They identify 
member of the family and 
work on a worksheet with the 
provided information. 
 
3. Speaking: In groups of three, 
students create power point 
presentations about families 
on TV from nickelodeon and 
Disney channel. Students 
present members of the 
family they chose to the 
classmates.  
 
4. Listening: Students listen to a 
tape recording about a child‟s 
family and work on a 
worksheet with the provided 
information. 
 
5. Listening / writing: Students 
watch different pictures of 
the jobs characters in Sponge 


































worksheet with the 
information provided by the 
flashcards. 
 
6. Listening / Speaking: 
Students create a poster about 
what they want to do when 
they grow up and present it to 
the classmates. 
 
7. Speaking / listening: Students 
choose different characters 
from discovery kids, Disney 
channel and nickelodeon and 
aided by a power point 
presentation they mention the 
profession of the characters 
they chose. 
 
8. Speaking: Students create 
their own family tree with 
different materials and 
present it to their classmates 
mentioning members of the 



























different parts of 
the body  
 
To talk about my 
and others clothes  
 
 
This is my body 
and  my clothes 
 





1. Listening: Teacher introduces 
different parts of the body on 
a power point presentation. 
Students show and mention 
their parts of the body 
according to the instruction 
given by the teacher. 
 
2. Listening: Students listen to a 
 
 











song about parts of the body, 
they will sing and dance 
according to the song, 
 
3. Listening / writing: Students 
research parts of the body in 
www.magicvocabulary.com 
or in a science book and 
develop a body in plasticize 
to present to the class.  
 
4. Reading: Students read 
instructions to create a 
marionette of the characters 
of Toy Story: „Woody‟. Then 
they present the body of the 
characters to the class. 
 
5. Speaking: Students create a 
poster painting an alien. 
Students compare their aliens 
and mention parts of the body 
it has. 
 
6. Writing: Students create a 
mind map about garments 
and relate them with parts of 
the body. Then they complete 
a crossword about garments 
having as clues parts of the 
body. 
 
7. Speaking: Students bring a 
garment of their own (the 
teacher will ask them to bring 































their classmates what is it and 
where do they wear it.  
 
8. Speaking: Students bring a 
picture of their favorite artist, 
sport player, cartoon and tell 
































1. Listening: Listen to a tape 
recording with different 
sounds animals make, then, 
recognize them on pictures. 
 
2. Writing: Students watch 
scenes from „Willa and the 
animals‟. Students make a list 
of the animals presented and 
then classify them in some 
categories. 
 
3. Speaking:  students create 
masks of their favorite 
animals, they will imitate the 
animal and their classmates 
will mention the name and 
say if they like it.  
 
4. Writing: students create an 
„animalary‟ (dictionary of 
animals) they research 
different features of different 
animals. 
 
5.  Listening / speaking: 
students present on a power 
point presentation an animal 
 

























they like. Students mention 
different characteristics to the 
class. 
 
6. Writing: students watch a 
video about „Backyardigans‟ 
then they work on a 
worksheet with the 
information from the video. 
 
7. Listening: the teacher glue a 
big poster of a farm on the 
board. Students listen to a 
tape recording and place 
animals according to what 
they listen to in the farm. 
 
8. Listening / speaking: students 
make a survey about animals. 
Students ask their classmates 
what is their favorite animal 











Poster of a farm 
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6 
This is my 
house 
 
To describe my 





which belong to a 













1. Listening: Introduction to the 
parts of the house – students 
cut and paste things that 
belong to each room. 
 
2. Writing: Students create a 
poster about their own house 
placing their family‟s 














Students create a mind 
map about garments and 
relate them with parts of 
the body. Then they 
complete a crossword 
about garments having as 
clues parts of the body. 
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3. Listening: Students listen to a 
tape recording and match 
objects in each room 
(described on the tape 
recording).  
 
4. Students make a power point 
presentation about their own 
bed room. 
 
5. Speaking: Students watch 
different pictures of Bob 
Sponge house and mention 
the objects and the places 
presented, later they will 
draw their own house and 
describe it to their 
classmates.  
 
6. Reading: Students read about 
the Simpsons‟ house.                   
In a worksheet they will 
match objects and places 
according to the reading. 
 
7. Listening / speaking: 
Students watch a video of 
“Jack y su gran show‟ and 
„Sponge bob‟. They   make a 
list of the common objects 
those houses have. Then 
students compare their lists to 
one partner. 
 
8. Speaking: In groups, students 
make posters about different 
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rooms in a house. They will 
present the posters to their 
classmates mentioning the 








































the world  
 
I want to meet 











1. Listening: students watch a 
power point presentation 
about „I Carly‟ show 
characters‟ personal 
information. Students will 
work on a worksheet 
according to the information 
provided on the slides.   
 
2. Speaking: Students paint and 
decorate some flags from 
different countries and the 
teacher joins pairs, one 
student asks: What is your 
nationality? And other 
student answers according to 
the flag.   
 
3. Listening and speaking: 
Students make masks about 
their favorite character on 
Disney channel, discovery 


























In pairs, students create a 
conversation asking and 
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they (in pairs) create a 
conversation about those 
characters personal data.  
 
4. Listening: Students make and 
decorate a frieze adding 
personal information. 
Students will present it to the 
class.   
 
 
5. Reading and writing: 
Students read a short text 
about Bart and Lisa Simpson 
personal information. Then, 
they will work on a 
worksheet according to that 
information.   
 
 
6. Speaking: Students play with 
a roulette which contains 
answers related to Discovery 
kids‟ characters‟ personal 
information. Students have to 
ask questions according to 
the information.  
 
7. Listening: Students will listen 
to a recording about Homer 
Simpson‟s interview. Later, 
the teacher will ask some 



































8. Writing: students write the 
profile of Daddy Yankee, the 











To identify the 


























 Professions  
 








1. Listening / Writing: Teachers 
introduce family Simpson on 
a family tree. Students listen 
and complete a family tree 
worksheet. 
 
2. Listening / Reading: Students 
watch a video of the show 
„Isa TKM‟. Students will 
work on a worksheet reading 
and matching characters with 
personal appearance and 
professions. 
 
3. Listening / writing: Students 
listen to a tape recording 
about profession of different 
characters of TV shows. 
Students work on a 
worksheet using tape 
information. 
 
4. Listening: Teacher present on 
power point characteristics 
about a person physical 
appearance, age, likes and 
profession for students to 
identify and draw. 
 
5. Writing: Students complete 
the Simpson family tree. 
 






























 Students present a 
family tree about their 
own families using 
different materials to 
decorate and pictures of 
their relatives.  Students 
talk about relatives‟ 
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Students write about the 
physical appearance, personal 
data information and 
profession of each one.  
 
6. Listening: Students present a 
family tree about their own 
families using different 
materials to decorate and 
pictures of their relatives.  
Students talk about relatives‟ 
name, profession and 
appearance. 
 
7. Listening / speaking: 
Students make a survey about 
partners‟ family members. 
Students ask about family 
members name, professions, 
age, etc.. The information 
about a partner they chose 
will be presented on a poster. 
 
 
8. Writing/Speaking: Students 
make a research in different 
web pages about families of 
tv. E.g. In one column 
students will write all about 
mothers of different tv 
shows, in another column 
they will write about all 
fathers they found, etc. In 
groups of three students will 





















To recognize the 
parts of the 
human body 
 
To relate the 
clothes with the 
weather 
 
 I go to the doctor 
 
I go to holidays  
  
 
Parts of the body: 
Head, shoulders, 
knees, toes, legs, 












and autumn.  
 
dry and rainy 
season.(Colombia
n‟s case) 






Verb to have 
 
1. Listening: Students listen to a 
song about parts of the body; 
they will sing and show the 
parts that the song mention. 
 
2. Writing:  Students cut and 
paste pictures of the body 
from magazines and then,   
they will look for different 
garments which match every 
part of the body.  Students 
will present to the class 
different garments they like. 
 
3. Reading / speaking: Students 
choose a character from the 
movie Toy Story to make it 
on plasticize. Another partner 
will mention the parts of the 
body it has and the garments 
the character is using. 
 
4. Speaking:  Students represent 
a role play where one student 
will go to buy clothes for 
each season.  
 
5. Speaking: Students choose a 
sport they like and create a 
frieze about garments players 
use in that specific sport. 

































Students play a lottery 
game about parts of the 
body and clothes, the 
idea is that they have to 
relate and mention body 
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6. Speaking/writing: Students 
complete a chart asking their 
classmates “what do you like 
to wear in summer, winter, 
autumn…?”  
 
7. Speaking: Students make a 
fashion show using their 
favorite clothes. Students 
describe different clothes for 
specific weathers / seasons.   
 
8. Students see a big picture 
about Bart and Lisa Simpson. 
They are packing to go on 
vacation to different places 
around Colombia.  Students 
work on a worksheet helping 
them choose the appropriate 






A big picture of 
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1. Speaking: Students look at a 
poster of a jungle; they will 
mention the animals hidden 
in the big jungle.   
 
2. Listening / speaking: 
Students listen to some 
animal sounds and then they 
relate the right animal with 
its corresponding sound.  
 
3. Listening / writing: Students 
watch the movie „Libro de la 
 










Students create a big 
poster of a zoo. They 
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Selva‟ Take notes about the 
animals presented and create 
a Pictionary describing main 
characteristics of the animals. 
 
4. Writing / speaking: Students 
research in the internet main 
characteristics of an animal 
from the jungle. Then, 
students create a poster about 
the animal and paste it on the 
classroom.  
Students choose a poster 
different than his / her and 
present it.  
 
5. Speaking: Create masks for 
students to identify and tell 
what animal are 
characterizing. 
 
6. Writing / listening: Students 
look for famous animals in 
movies or tv shows. They 
will choose one animal and 
make a presentation about it 
on power point. 
 
7. Writing / listening:  students 
seek animals on the zoo 
(around the courtyard) and 
make a list of what they find 
presenting one, they like the 
most. 
 
















make a survey about animals. 
Students ask their classmates 
what is their favorite animal 




17 - 20 
 
5. My daily 
routine 
 







actions during the 
day and the time 
those take place. 
 
I wake up early 
every morning to 
go to school. 
 
school activities  
 
Verbs: To wake 
up, to have 
breakfast, to go to 
school, to have 
lunch, to do the 
homework and to 
















1. Listening: Students sing a 
song about hours doing some 
actions that they do in the 
specific hour, for example at 
12 o‟clock, they will do the 
mimic for “I have lunch”.  
 
2. Listening: Students will listen 
and color the clocks that they 
listen to in a handout. 
 
3. Listening: Students listen to a 
tape recording about a child 
daily routine. Students will 
organize pictures according 
to what the tape says. 
 
4. Speaking: Students work in 
groups; each member of the 
group represents one famous 
character from discovery 
kids, they will have to 
complete a handout asking 
their classmates about their 
daily routine.  
 
5. Listening: Teacher presents 
his / her daily routine on a 
power point presentation. 
 
 






















By couples, students 
present their daily 
routines. They have to 
compare his/her own 
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Students work on a 
worksheet using the 
information given to compare 
“I carly” characters daily 
routine with the teachers‟. 
 
6. Speaking / listening: Students 
create a frieze about their 
daily routine and they will 
present it to their classmates.  
 
7. Listening: The teacher 
indicate an hour using a big 
clock while he / she will ask 
the students to perform an 
action they usually do on that 
specific time of the day.   
 
8. Listening / speaking: students 
ask their partners about their 
daily routines. Then, students 
will make a presentation in 
power point about their 


















Video beam  
 








To talk about free 
time activities 
 
To talk about 
sports 
 





I invite my friend 
to practice sports 






play, to read, to 





1. Listening: Students listen to 
Mickey Mouse‟s favorite 
activities.  
In a worksheet, they have to 
tick Mickey Mouse‟s favorite 
activities and cross out the 
ones that he hates.  
 
2. Listening: Students listen to a 
tape recording about different 














In a big poster, students 
present their daily 
routine. Later they will 
talk about their favorite 
free time activities, 
sports and food. 
   
 Worksheets 
 Notebooks 
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worksheet to identify and 
stick some food and drinks 
into the correct square. 
     
3. Listening: Students go the 
following page: 
http://www.manythings.org/l
ulu/e4.html#  they click on 
"the eyes" to see a word 
related with sports, clothes, 
food, places and their 
pronunciation. They will 
draw and write sports they 
found interesting. 
 
4. Speaking: Students, in 
groups, make a survey about 
classmates‟ favorite sports, 
movies, clothes, food, places, 
etc. Then, they will present 
results on a power point 
presentation.  
 
5. Speaking: Students make a 
research a bout a famous 
person on the internet.  Then 
they create a poster to present 
about this character‟s likes 
and dislikes. 
 
6. Listening: Students listen to a 
tape recording about Casper. 
Students will have to circle 
the correct food and drink 
that the recording mentions 





























and drinks.  
 
7. Reading: Students read about 
Sponge Bob‟s eating habits 
e.g.: on Monday he eats apple 
and he drinks juice. Students 
have to choose the correct 
day and food. 
 
8. Listening: Students watch a 
video about the Lazy Town‟s 
life, their favorite food, sport, 
and likes, after that the 
students have to answer some 

















































I want to meet 







good bye, nice to 
meet you, how are 
you?, what is your 
 












1. Listening: Students watch a 
video about an interview for 
a job. Students work on a 
worksheet matching 
questions with the responses. 
 
2. Speaking: by pairs, students 
introduce a famous person in 
a power point presentation.  
 
3. Listening/speaking: Students 
 












Students create an 
interview for a famous 
person, they will work in 
pairs and present the 
interview to the class.         
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name?, how old 
are you?, where 
are you from?, 
what is your 
telephone 















guess the famous person 
asking about her/his personal 
information, for example: Is 
she Colombian? Is she 
single? Is she a singer? Is 
Shakira?”  
 
4. Listening/writing: Students 
listen to a recording about 
two new friends (Lola and 
Virginia from nickelodeon 
channel), after that, they 
answer some questions 
related with the conversation. 
 
5. Reading/writing: Students go 
to nickelodeon‟s web page 
and read information about 
their favorite characters, with 
that information, they will 
write their favorite 
characters‟ profile.   
 
6. Speaking: Students play a 
memory game with answers 
and questions about personal 
information, for example: 
number 1 “what is your 
name”? the pair is number 8 
“my name is Peter”   
 
7. Speaking: in a big poster of 
the world, students glue the 
flag and famous person 
picture in the right country 
















Game of pairs 






















Hitler is from Germany, he is 
German.   
 




p?id=2122 and develop the 





Multimedia room  
 
 






To identify the 
members of the 
family 
 






To speak about 


















son, baby.   
 
Adjectives: Tall, 



















Possessive „s.  
 
1. Speaking: Students make a 
family tree with the pictures 
of the Simpson‟s family and 
mention each member.  
 
2. Reading: Students play 
domino with the members of 
the family, they have to relate 
the image with the 
description.  
 
3. Listening/reading: by groups, 
students play with a big 
puzzle of a family, when they 
finish the puzzle, they will 
put the name that they listen 
to in the correct place, for 
example: Peter is the 
grandfather, and Sara is 
Sergio‟s daughter.  
 
4. Writing/reading: Students 
look for 15 words in a “word 
search” about physical 




























Students make a 
presentation about their 
own family tree and 
describe the members 





nurse and driver, 
student, carpenter, 
engineer. 
after that, they will relate 
each word with a member of 
the Simpson family and write 
sentences.    
 
5. Writing: Students make a 
family tree with their family 
photos in a big poster. Under 
each photo they will write a 
short description of the 
person.   
  
6. Speaking:  Students make a 
survey about partners‟ family 
members. Students ask about 
family members‟ physical 
description and profession. 
The information about a 
partner they chose will be 
presented on a poster. 
 
7. Reading/writing: Students 
will complete a crossword, 
they will write the correct 
profession according to the 
description given.  
 
8. Listening: students listen to 
the teacher describing 
characters of the TV program 
“family Guy”, students will 
draw what they are listening 














































To recognize the 
parts of the 
human body 
 
To relate the 







Parts of the body: 
Head, shoulders, 
knees, toes, legs, 
feet, ears 
  
Parts of the face: 











and autumn.  
 
dry and rainy 
seasons 
(Colombian case) 






Verb to have 
 
1. Speaking: Students put the 
correct parts of the body in a 
big body; the parts are hidden 
in the classroom, when they 
find a part of the body they 
have to say its name in 
English.   
 
2. Listening: Students will listen 
to a song about parts of the 
body; they will sing and 
dance according to the lyrics. 
 
.    
3. Listening: Students listen to 
the teacher mentioning 
different parts of the body. 
They will have different 
pictures of garments and they 
will relate each part with a 
garment. E.g.  teacher: hands  
students: gloves  
 
4. Listening: Students learn a 
song about weather, they 
have to sing and show the 
correct picture of the season 
according to the song. After 
that, the teacher will show 
pictures of Colombian places 
and students have to relate 
them to weather.  
 
5. Speaking: Students make a 
fashion show, describing the 
 








Song about parts 
























Pictures of clothes 
and seasons 
 
Students draw the 
seasons in 4 different 
posters. 
From magazines, they 
will cut pictures about 
clothes and glue them in 
the appropriate season. 
 
They have to present the 




clothes that people wear in 
the seasons.  
  
6. Writing: the teacher glues on 
the board pictures of each 
season. Students write under 
each picture a garment they 
can wear in that weather.  
 
7. Reading: students read about 
the way “amigazazo”, a 
character of discovery kids‟ 
channel, is wearing. Students 
will draw the character 
according to the reading.     
 
8. Using Microsoft paint, 
students draw a picture of 
their favorite character. They 
will present their drawing to 
their classmates in a power 
point presentation, they have 
to talk about clothes and 




























different animals  
 





of my classroom  
 
I want to play in 
my classroom and 


















1. Listening: the teacher glue a 
big poster of a jungle on the 
board, she/he mentions the 
location of an animal and 
students glue the animal in 
the right place, e.g. the 
monkey in the tree near the 













Students describe a big 




the house, bed, 
lamp, table, 
chairs, TV. 














2. Listening: Students listen to 
some animals‟ sounds and 
relate the right animal with 
its corresponding sound.  
 
3. Speaking: Students play 
“hangman” with objects of 
the classroom.  
 
4. Reading: Students read a text 
about the description of the 
beautiful house of Hannah 
Montana, the famous singer 
of Disney channel. Students 




5. Speaking: Students make a 
poster of their house with its 
different parts and objects. 
They present the posters to 
the class.  
 
6. Reading/writing: Students 
play domino with the objects 
of the classroom, they relate 
the picture with the correct 
name. then they will write a 
description of their 
classroom. 
 
7. Reading/speaking: by pairs, 
students burst some balloon, 
in each balloon they will find 







































answer it:  e.g:  where do you 
sleep? Where can you cook? 
Etc.  
 
8. Listening: Students watch the 
video “the house song”:   
http://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=DR5qPNPGCmY , 






Multimedia room  
 






To talk about 
daily routines 
 
To talk about time 
 
To talk about the 
days of the week 
 
I wake up early 
every morning to 
go to school. 
 
school activities  
 
Verbs: To wake 
up, to have 
breakfast, to go to 
school, to have 
lunch, to do the 
homework and to 














1. Listening: Students watch a 
power point presentation 
about daily routines; they 
learn and practice the 
vocabulary, then they will 
classify in a chart the routines 
in different categories: school 
activities, free time activities 
and family activities.    
 
2. Reading/writing: Students 
complete a crossword with 
daily routines.  
 
3. Speaking:  Students draw a 
big poster about their daily 
routine, they will present and 
describe the poster to the 
class. 
4. Reading/writing: Students 
work on a worksheet about 
Bart Simpson‟s daily routine, 
they will organize and write 
the right sequence of the 
 
A power point 
presentation 
























Students describe their 
daily routine.  
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character‟s daily routine.   
5. Listening: students listen to 
the teacher reading about 
Cody‟s, a character from 
Disney channel, daily 
routine, in a worksheet, they 
will tick the true sentences 
about Cody and correct the 
false ones.  
6. Speaking/writing: Students 
invent and write the daily 
routine of their favorite 
character, they will present it 
to their classmates using a 
power point presentation.  
7. Speaking/writing: students 
write and invent an interview 
about daily routines, they will 
ask their classmates.  
8. Listening: students will go to 
the following web page: 
http://www.esl-
lab.com/schedule/schedrd1.ht
m they will listen to a 
conversation about daily 


































To talk about free 
time activities 
 
To talk about 
 
I invite my friend 
to practice sports 





1. Listening: Students 
identify some free time 
activities from 







By couples, students will 
imitate a TV show where 
the interviewer asks a 















play, to read, to 
watch, to go, to 
listen to music, to 
sleep. 
 















and practice the 
vocabulary related with 
the topic. 
2. Reading: Students read 
an article about the 
favorite sports of “Lazzy 
Town”, after that, they 
will draw the activities 
that the characters 
practice in each day of 
the week.  
3. Speaking: Students play 
“supermarket game” 
selling and buying some 
products.   
4. SPEAKING: in a round 
table, students will play 
“pico botella” in this 
game the bottle will 
point one student and 
he/she will ask and 
answer questions about 
free time activities.  
5. Listening: Students listen 
to the teacher reading 
about Mickey Mouse‟s 
eating habits. In a poster, 
students will draw and 
compare Mickey‟s eating 
habits with their own 






































his/her likes and dislikes.  
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6. Reading: Students look 
for some words about 
food in a word search, 
they will classify the 
words in three columns 
(breakfast, lunch and 
dinner).  
 
7. Reading: Students read a 
short text about “chica 
super sabia‟s”, a 
character from discovery 
kids, life, favorite food, 
sport and free time 
activities she practices, 
after that, students will 
answer some questions 
about the article.  
 
8. In a power point 
presentation, students 
will present the activities 








































































































I want to know 
better my friends 






good bye, nice to 






How old are you? 












Japan, China and 
 






1. Listening: Students listen to the teacher 
introducing Sponge Bob, they listen and 
see pictures about his personal information 
and preferences. Then, students work on a 
worksheet using the information provided. 
 
2. Speaking: Students interview another 
classmate using a questionnaire about 
personal information and preferences, then, 
students socialize their answers. 
 
3. Listening/speaking: Students make a 
research about likes, dislikes and personal 
data of a famous character they like. 
Students present the information using 
power point. 
 
4. Listening: Students listen to a conversation 
between Timmy (the principal character of 
“los padrinos magicos”) and one of his 
classmates greeting and introducing 
themselves, after that, Students will 
imagine and draw the scene with the 
dialogue. 
 
5. Speaking: Students work in pairs, they 
create a conversation about personal 
information and preferences, and then, they 




















Students work in groups. 
They will discuss some 
questions and complete a 
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6. Listening: Students play “ telefono roto”, 
by rows, asking and answering questions 
about personal information, greetings and 
preferences.  
 
7. Speaking/listening: Students listen to a 
tape recording about different people from 
different countries talking about their 
preferences. They will complete a chart 
and talk about their nationalities and 
preferences: Robert is from Brazil, he is 
Brazilian, he likes to play football etc.  
 
8. Writing: Students write an e-mail about 























To mention the 









To talk about 
the professions 
of the members 












cousin, daughter.  
 
Adjectives: thin 
tall, short, fat, 
green, blue, 
brown, eyes, 













1. Listening: students watch a video about 
The Simpsons and I Carly families. 
Students identify members of each family 
and complete a chart with information 
about their own family members. 
 
2. Listening: Students listen to a song about 
family. Then, they work on a worksheet 
completing information about the lyrics of 
the song. 
 
3. Listening/reading: Students listen and at 
the same time read a short story about the 
Simpson‟s family and their professions. 
They complete the Simpsons family tree 























In a power point 
presentation, students 
introduce their family, 
they have to mention 
their relatives‟ profession 
and physical appearance.  
 
  Worksheets 
 Notebooks 
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4. Reading: Students read about the 
description of Bart Simpson.  Then, in a 
chart they will classify the adjectives of 
personality and physical description of the 
character. The categories of the chart will 
be: positive adjectives, negative adjectives 
and physical description. 
 
5. Listening / speaking: Students create a 
family tree using the photos of the 
members of their families, then, in groups; 
they talk about their families, professions 
and description of each member of their 
family. 
 
6. Listening / Speaking:  Students listen to 
the teacher telling a story about a family, 
the teacher put the family tree on the 
board. Students play „go go stop‟ to answer 
questions about the story. 
 
7. Writing:  Students choose their favorite TV 
character. In a piece of paper they paint it 
and invent a story about the character. In 
the story, they write about his/her family, 
the professions and describe the character. 
 
8. Speaking: Students work by groups. Each 
member of the group describes a famous 
person or character but he/she won‟t 
mention the name, the other students 
discover who the person or character is 
































the parts of the 
body 
 
To talk about 






Having a great 




Parts of the body: 
Head, shoulders, 
knees, toes, legs, 
feet, ears 
 












and autumn.  










1. Listening: Students play a memory game 
about parts of the body. The idea is that 
they relate the image with the picture. The 
teacher will say the words and they will 
have to touch the right part of their body.  
 
2. Listening/speaking: Students play “Simon 
says”, one student will be chosen to be 
Simon.  The teacher will say to Simon to 
make an action, it could be: “I touch my 
eye”, I move my hands I jump on one foot” 
etc and the other students will repeat the 
action and the sentences. 
 
3. Listening: Students listen to a song about 
parts of the body. They have to sing the 
song pointing out he parts of the body. 
 
4. Speaking: Students make groups; they play 
“the board game”. They use pieces of 
paper with their initials on them as 
markets. They take turns by tossing a coin 
and play at guess riddles about clothes. 
 
5. Speaking: Students create a puppet of their 
favorite character, they have to identify the 
parts of the body and present it to their 
classmates talking about the clothes the 
puppet is wearing.  
 
6. Reading/writing: Students read 
descriptions about the way different people 
dress; they match the description with the 
right picture and season.  
 
 










Board game  
 
Materials to 






In a map of Colombia, 
students draw and 
describe clothes of people 
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7. Writing: Students write about the way they 
usually dress on weekends and the way 
they dress during weekdays then, they have 
to draw pictures showing what they wrote.  
 
8. Speaking: students make four different 
groups; each group represents one season. 
They have to presents the clothes people 




















parts of the 
house.  
 
To talk about 
places in the 
city. 
 
to talk about 










garden, objects of 
the house,  
wild and farm 
animals.  




















1. Listening/reading: Teacher introduces 
students to different places of the city. 
Students write the name of the places and 
list characteristics they observe.  
 
2. Writing: Students make poster about a 
place they like and what things they like to 
do there. The poster will be presented to 
the classmates.  
 
3. Listening/speaking: Students see several 
pictures of Springfield (The Simpsons TV 
show‟s city) they mention the name of the 
places and activities they can do there. 
Students work on a worksheet using the 
provided information. 
 
4. Writing / listening / speaking: Students ask 
their parents about what cities they know. 
Students research about main places in the 
cities and create a book to present to the 
classmates.  
 
5. Speaking/writing: Students work in pairs, 
















Students draw the map of 
Bogotá. In the map they 
have to locate their 
favorite places, their 
houses and the school. 
They will present it to the 
class describing each 
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of different places, students A have the 
answers of students B‟s crosswords. 
Student A asks B for the description of the 
place that is missing in his/her crossword.  
E.g. student A: What‟s 1 down? 
Student B: It is a place where… 
 
6. Speaking/writing: Students will find 
someone who…likes or does not like to go 
to: the park, library, church, school etc, 
they will complete a sheet of paper writing 
the name of the classmate who likes to go 
to that place and the kind of activities they 
do there. 
 
7. Listening: Students listen to a conversation 
between “las chicas super poderosas”, they 
talk about their favorite places and the 
activities they usually do there. Students 
complete a chart with the information 
about them.  
 
8. Speaking: Students create a big poster of 
their “house of their dreams”; they will talk 






















of my life 
 
 
To talk about 
daily routines 
 
To mention the 
days of the 
week and hours 
 
I wake up early 
every morning to 
go to school. 
 
 
Verbs: To wake 
up, to have 









1. Listening: Students listen to a song about 
hours and daily routines, they will have to 
fill in the gaps and sing the song. 
 
2. Listening: Students listen to the teacher 
telling the daily routine of Demy Lovato (a 
famous character from Disney Channel). 







Students create a cartoon 
story about the daily 
routine of their favorite 
TV character, students 





to school, to have 
lunch, to do the 
homework, to 
play with my 
friends, to listen 
to music, to go to 
bed.  
 
Days of the week  




board the hour with the action in the right 
order.  
 
3. Speaking: Students make 6 rows, the 
teacher gives a card with a picture of a 
daily routine to one student of the row, 
students represent the action using sign 
language (mime), if the row guess and say 
the daily routine in English, they will win a 
point. 
 
4. Speaking: Students draw and write their 
own daily routines in a big poster, they 
present it to their classmates. 
 
5. Speaking: Students interview 5 different 
classmates asking about the time of their 
daily routines: what time do you do your 
homework? Etc.  
 
6. Writing: Students discover the day of the 
week using the alphabet and numbers, each 
number corresponds to a letter… 
4    6    7   0     3  2 
m   o   n    d     a    y 
 
They organize the days of the week in the 
right order, then, they write activities they 
usually do in each day. 
 
7. Reading: Students read about important 
events as Halloween, Independence Day, 
Christmas etc, they match the right event 
with the corresponding month.   
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They listen to a husband and a wife weekly 
routine and answer the question that 
follow. 
 
9. Writing:  In a poster, students create the 
















To talk about 
sports 
 
To talk about 
food and drinks 
 
I invite my 








play, to read, to 
watch, to go. To 
listen, to talk, to 

















verb do/does  
 
1. Listening: Students play a lottery game 
about free time activities, food and sports. 
Then they listen to the teacher reading 
about Bart Simpson‟s likes and dislikes. 
 
2. Listening: Students watch a video about 
“eating out at a restaurant”,  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5dkB_
Bcb_M  
After that, they represent a similar 
conversation using expressions from the 
video and talking about their favorite food. 
 
3. Speaking: Students decorate two faces (a 
happy face and a sad face). 
On the board the teacher writes the 
following title: Do you like…?,  the 
teacher shows different pictures about 
food, sports and free time activities and 
she/he will ask: 
Do you like pizza? Do you like to play 
football? Etc.  Students will answer 
showing the happy face or the sad face. 
Happy face: yes I do 

















Students interview a 
partner about his/her 
preferences in terms of 
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candies,. 4. Writing: Students imagine they interview 
their favorite character asking about his/her 
preferences in terms of food, sports and 
free time activities, after that, they will 
share the answers with their classmates. 
 
5. Listening/speaking: Students work by 
groups, they describe a sport or a free time 
activity; their classmates have to guess the 
activity or the sport asking questions. 
 
6. Writing: Students look at one schedule of 
events that the teacher glue on the board, 
they have to tell 4 partners about the event 
and invite them to do some activities. 
 
7. Speaking: Students play “sports marathon 
game” they play in small teams tossing 
coins to move from one square to the other 
answering and asking some questions, 
what is your favorite sport?, do you like to 
play tennis? Etc.  
    
8. Speaking: Students play likes and dislikes 
Bingo, they ask their classmates about their 
likes and dislikes in terms of food, sports 
and different activities. The idea is that 
they have to find a person who likes each 
activity or food. They have to write the 
classmate‟s name in the box and as soon as 
they have 5 names in a row, they will say 
bingo and win.        



















5. CONCLUSIONS  
Curriculum is regarded an element which articulates society and educational goals. It is 
the result of an analysis with the aim of identifying, understanding and reflecting on 
students needs. The development of a curriculum refers a contribution to provide 
coherent and organization of teaching and learning processes. Developing a curriculum 
means to take into account important aspects such as: content, goals and objectives, 
methodologies, school‟s resources and students‟ profile. The whole process of 
developing this English curriculum proposal through an analysis of ENSDMM students‟ 
needs is a reflection that demonstrates that the development of a curriculum goes 
beyond the design of a study plan; it is the design of a plan that articulates information 
gathered from a context. 
Needs analysis is a mandatory step in the development of a suitable curriculum. 
Through a needs analysis study students‟ themselves are exposed. In the process of 
designing an English curriculum proposal, many aspects as the students‟ preferences, 
learning styles and English language proficiency level were identified. This step 
provided researchers with information about students and school. In this way, the 
objective of identifying who will be involved in the curriculum was reached in order to 
design a curriculum with the aim of meet students‟ needs.  
In this line of thinking, this curriculum proposal considered essential to determine 
student‟s learning styles, profile (context, interests, socio-cultural environment) and 
their English language level. First, to know students learning styles helped researchers 
to create appropriate materials, teaching activities and suitable methodologies. Second, 
to identify the students‟ profile contributed to know their immediate reality making the 
curriculum coherent to the specific circumstances of students. Finally, to determine 
students‟ language level aids to establish realistic objectives, identify students‟ strengths 
and weaknesses in each language skill. 
The type of research aimed to gather information in an organized and systematic way. 
Descriptive research allows researchers to understand reality through description. The 
combination between quantitative instruments (Learning styles inventories, English 
diagnosis tests and profile surveys) and descriptive research provided valuable 
information about students‟ contexts, weaknesses and strengths.  According to how the 
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research was carried out, the type of research and the procedure chosen made possible 
reaching all objectives proposed.     
Every aspect of students identified through this research provided information to the 
development of the proposal. According to this, the effectiveness of the proposal can be 
guaranteed through the creation of communicative spaces for students within classroom. 
Therefore, the development of this curriculum, which refers to the specific students at 
ENSDMM, becomes a tool to encourage a change in reality reaching the A1 level 
described by the CERF.  
The principal objectives of a curriculum must be oriented to meet students‟ educational 
needs. In these terms, this research project used the quantitative method in order to 
verify all the hypothesis about students‟ profile, learning styles and English language 
proficiency level, in other words, this method helped this research project, through 
questionnaires, inventories and surveys, to find out precise data about ENSDMM‟s 
elementary learners with the objective of designing a students‟ centered curriculum 
focusing on students own interests. Also, using the descriptive research, this project 
could illustrate the gathered information and describe the ENSDMM students‟ profile, 
all this, with the purpose of designing an adequate and significant English curriculum in 
order to improve students English level. 
Generally, schools determine prescriptive curriculums for teachers to apply. The process 
of developing a learner centered curriculum takes into account several procedures and 
analysis. Although, it is a time demanding process, it could be a guarantee of providing 
students meaningful learning experiences inside the classroom. Consequently, a learner 
centered curriculum, can be more effective than a prescriptive one. The former takes 
into account students‟ voice, the ones directly involved in the learning process.  
For  teachers, this research project provides an understanding of how the development 
of a Language curriculum depends on several factors. First, a clear organization and 
coherent between contents, second, having meaningful objectives for learner, third, the 
design of materials, activities and contents need to be developed having the students‟ 
reality, preferences and needs into consideration. Taking all factors mentioned before, to 
make students‟ learning process a significant one means work with them on skills and 
contents for their own development.  
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To conclude, it is essential to know that the implementation and evaluation of a 
curriculum are significant steps in order to determine which aspects would be necessary 
to improve and which ones are working properly. These two aspects will show that the 
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ANNEX 1:  Learning styles inventory  
 
 
Nombre: _______________________________    Curso: 
____________ 
Elige la opción más adecuada: 
1.- Cuando estás en clase y el profesor explica algo que está escrito en 
el tablero o en tu libro, te es más fácil seguir las explicaciones: 
a) escuchando al profesor 
b) leyendo el libro o el tablero 
c) te aburres y esperas que te den algo que hacer a ti 
2.- Cuando estás en clase: 
a) te distraen los ruidos  
b) te distrae el movimiento 
c) te distraes cuando las explicaciones son demasiado largas. 
3.- Cuando te dan instrucciones: 
a) te pones en movimiento antes de que acaben de hablar y explicar lo 
que                                                                                                                                           
hay que hacer. 
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b) te cuesta recordar las instrucciones cuando las dice el profesor,  
pero no hay problema si te las dan por escrito 
c) recuerdas con facilidad las palabras exactas de lo que te dijeron. 
4.- Cuando tienes que aprender algo de memoria: 
a) memorizas lo que ves y recuerdas la imagen (por ejemplo, la página 
del libro) 
b) memorizas mejor si repites rítmicamente y recuerdas paso a paso 
c) memorizas a base de pasear y mirar y recuerdas una idea general 
mejor que los detalles 
5.- En clase lo que más te gusta es que: 
a) se organicen charlas  y que haya dialogo 
b) que se organicen actividades en que los alumnos tengan que hacer 
cosas y puedan moverse. 
c) que te den el material escrito y con fotos, dibujos. 
6.- Marca las dos frases con las que te identifiques más: 
a) Cuando escuchas al profesor te gusta hacer garabatos en un papel. 
b) Muchas veces te gusta o te disgusta la gente sin saber bien porqué. 
c) Te gusta tocar las cosas y tiendes a acercarte mucho a la gente 
cuando hablas con alguien. 
d) Tus cuadernos y libretas están ordenados y bien presentados, te 
molestan los tachones y las correcciones. 
e) Prefieres los chistes a los cómics. 
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f) Sueles hablar contigo mismo cuando estás haciendo algún trabajo. 
Respuestas: 
1.- a) auditivo                b) visual                      c) kinestésico 
2.- a) auditivo               b) visual                    c) kinestésico 
3.- a) kinestésico        b) visual                      c) auditivo 
4.- a) visual                b) auditivo                  c) kinestésico 
5.- a) auditivo            b) kinestésico             c) visual 
6.- a) visual;            b) kinestésico;             c) kinestésico;   















ANNEX 2: Students’ Profile Survey 
ENCUESTA PERFIL DEL ESTUDIANTE DE PRIMARIA  
DEL COLEGIO MARÍA MONTESSORI 
Estimados padres de familia:  
Los practicantes de la Universidad de la Salle utilizarán esta encuesta como una herramienta 
para mejorar la calidad de la enseñanza del idioma inglés en la institución educativa, por lo 
tanto, le solicitamos que ayude al estudiante a responderla en su totalidad y con la mayor 
sinceridad. 
 
MARQUE CON UNA X LA RESPUESTA CORRECTA 
PREGUNTAS PARA EL ESTUDIANTE 
 
1. Marque con una x, los elementos de acceso a información con los que cuenta en su casa: 
    Televisión □       Computador □       Acceso a internet □        Televisión por cable □             
Biblioteca □ 
 
2.   ¿Que tanto le gusta el idioma inglés?   
                                                  Mucho□      Regular□         Poco□        Nada□                   
3. ¿Cuál es su deporte favorito? 
Fútbol□     Voleibol□     Natación□  Patinaje□    Ciclismo□    Gimnasia□   Baloncesto □  
Ninguno□ Otro □  
¿Cuál?________________________________________________________________________
_____________             
 4.  ¿Qué actividad artística realiza?  






5. ¿Qué música le gusta? 
Rondas infantiles□     Reggaetón□     Vallenato□         Rock□      Pop□    Otra□     
¿Cuál?_______________ 




7. ¿Qué tanto le gustan las siguientes actividades? 
Marque con una x:  
Actividad  Mucho Regular  Poco     Nada 
Navegar por 
Internet 
    
Uso de videojuegos  
 
   
Ver televisión   
 
   
¿Otras?  






    
 
8 ¿Qué tanto le gustan los siguientes sitios? 
Marque con una X:  
Lugar   Mucho Regular  Poco Nada 
Biblioteca     
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Museo     
 Parques de diversiones     
Cine     
Teatro     
Colegio      
¿Otros? 
























ANNEX 3: English Diagnosis Test (Fisrt grade). 
 
MARIA MONTESSORI SCHOOL  




Grado: _________________  Fecha: ___________    Puntaje: ___________ 
 
PERSONAL INFORMATION  
  
Reading: 5 pts. 
1. Lee y llena la información de Carol en la tarjeta de identificación 
 
 
Vocabulary : 5 pts. 





Vocabulary: 5 pts. 
3. Escribe el nombre en inglés de los animales que están en el dibujo 
 
A. ________________  B. _________________ 
C. _________________   D. _________________ 
E. _________________ 
 
Listening: 5 pts. 
4. Escucha y encierra la respuesta correcta.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                              














Speaking: 5 pts. 






























ANNEX 4: English Diagnosis Test (Second Grade) 
 
MARIA MONTESSORI SCHOOL  




Grado: _________________  Fecha: _________________ Puntaje: ___________ 
 
Reading: 5 pts.  




 Writing 5 pts. (1 punto cada ítem) 
1. Escribe la profesión que corresponde frente a la imagen. 
 
 
1. _________                              2. _________       3._________                                        
                                                                                         
 
             
                     4. _________                              5. _________    
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 Vocabulary 5 pts. (0.5 cada ítem) 




Listening 5 pts. (1 punto cada ítem) 





Speaking 5 pts.  




































ANNEX 5: English Diagnosis Test (Third Grade) 
MARIA MONTESSORI SCHOOL  





Grado: ____________  Fecha: _________________ Puntaje: ___________ 
 
 Reading 5 pts.   
1. Lee la información y llena la tarjeta de identificación 
 
 
Writing / Vocabulary 5 pts 






2. Escribe 5 oraciones relacionando el animal y el color 
 
 








3. Escucha y une con una línea cada una de las profesiones con los 

































Speaking 5 pts 





































ANNEX 6: English Diagnosis Test (Fourth Grade) 
MARIA MONTESSORI SCHOOL  
EXAMEN DE INGLÉS 
GRADOS CUARTOS 
NAME: ________________________________________________________ 
GRADE: ___________________ DATE: _____________________________ 
Reading 5 pts. (1 punto cada ítem) 












Vocabulary 5 pts. (0.5 Cada ítem) 




 Ejemplo: Carlos is Lydia’s Grand Father 
a) Juan is Tom’s ______________________ 
b) Tom is Lydia’s ______________________ 
c) Carol is Lydia and Tom’s ______________ 
d) George is Juan’s ____________________ 
e) Paula is Lydia and Tom’s ______________ 
 
Writing 5 pts. (1 punto cada item) 
3. Completa el texto según los colores de cada animal 
 
On the Jungle we can find different animals of many colors, for 
example    the (1)_____________ is grey, the(2)____________ 
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is orange with black, the (3)_________ is green, the 
(4)__________ is yellow and the (5)___________ is brown.  
 
Listening 5 pts. (1 punto cada item)  
4. Escucha y une con una línea las profesiones de cada uno de los 




Speaking 5 pts.  















































ANNEX 7: English Diagnosis Test (Fifth Grade) 
MARIA MONTESSORI SCHOOL 




Grado: _________________  Fecha: _________________ Puntaje: ___________ 
  
Writing 5 pts. (0.5 cada ítem) 
1. Lee la conversación entre Julián y Carl. Llena los datos personales de 





Vocabulary 5 pts. (1 punto cada ítem) 
2. Escribe en letras la cantidad de frutas que se encuentran en las canastas 
de la tienda. 
 
 
  How many fruits are there? 
a. Apples:  ________________ 
b. Grapes:   ________________ 
c. Pine Apple: ________________ 
d. Banana:   ________________ 
e. Strawberry ________________ 
 
Listening 5 pts. (1 punto cada ítem) 
3. Escucha a Tom hablar  de su familia, completa los espacios con la 
profesión de cada uno. 
 
 
Ejemplo: I am a Student      
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a. My sister is a _______   
b. My father is a ____________ 
c. My mother is a ____________ 
d. My grand mother is a _____________ 
e. My grand father is a ______________ 
 
Reading (1 punto cada ítem) 
4. Lee el poema y a continuación responde las preguntas.  
 
The sun is yellow 
The apples are red 
But my hearth is blue cuz 
I miss you 
The table is brown 
The house is white 
And I am yellow because I love you 
a. What color is the sun?  ____________________ 
b. What color are the apples? ____________________     
c. What color is the heart?      ____________________  
d. What color is the Table?  ____________________ 
e. What color is the house?  ____________________ 
 
Speaking (5 puntos).  
5. Habla sobre tus datos personales y preferencias. 
 
Items assessed 
Personal data 
Accurate 
Answers 
Missed 
Answers 
Name 
(1 point) 
  
Age 
(2 points) 
  
Personal 
Preferences 
(2 points) 
  
 
